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ABSTRACT
It is well recognized in the oceanography of the Western North Atlantic
that a distinct hydrographic regime exists between the continental shelf and
the Gulf Stream, once the latter has effectively separated from the coast at
Cape Hatteras.

Denoted as the Slope Water, this hydrographic regime has been

considered as one of confusing complexity, presumably arising from irregular
mixing processes between it and the neighboring shelf and Gulf Stream regimes.
Although previously noted in the literature, it has recently become very
strongly evident as a result of the satellite image coverage of this region
that a dominant role in this variability can be ascribed to well organized
and persistent circulation features.

These have been given the name warm

core Gulf Stream rings, in order to emphasize their complementary dynamic
origin relative to the more generally known cold core rings in the Sargasso
Sea.
A scientific workshop was held in Woods Hole under the auspices of the NSF/
IDOE to review in detail the status of our knowledge about the biology, chemistry and physics of the shelf-Slope Water regime and the associated rings,
and the general biological, chemical and physical processes likely to be
taking place in rings.

Also considered were the prospect for advancing this

knowledge through a multidisciplinary study of the warm core rings and the
region impacted by them.

Out of extensive background review in papers pre-

sented in plenary sessions, and program discussions in working groups, there
arose a consensus that such a multidisciplinary effort would be both feasible
and timely.
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A tentative program outline is summarized on pages 54-58.

Briefly, it

is suggested that a sequence of coordinated activities would be initiated in
1979, (i.e., exploratory field work and preliminary modeling studies) leading to intense field work in the third year.

This would be followed by two

years of data analysis and synthesis, and modeling activity with the latter
complemented by continued field investigative act.ivities in critical areas.
Because of the semi-enclosed nature of these rings and because of the high
contrast between the biological, chemical and physical components of ring
cores and the surrounding waters, they provide a unique setting for study of
two distinct but interrelated aspects of these ecosystems.

These aspects

can be characterized as process oriented-addressing the dynamical processes
which regulate chemical cycling, trophic structure, and physical structure
of rings, and regional assessment oriented-addressing the role of rings in
the maintenance and evolution of the shelf/Slope Water system.

The results

from such a program would have general applicability to other oceanic regions
and their ecosystems.
The proposed program is scientifically timely because the required background information for its design as well as technical means for its execution are either available or demonstratably accessible given an appropriate
effort.

It appears socially urgent because of the rapidly increasing empha-

sis on management of natural resources and the need for their quantitative
assessment, resulting in part from the substantial seaward extension of the
resource zones of national interest.
Several of the east coast marine science institutions are seen as paten-
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tial participants in this program along with the National Marine Fisheries
Service, the United States Coast Guard and the United States Navy, based
on their mission-related interests.

I.

OPPORTUNITIES AND OBJECTIVES FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH ON GULF STREAM WARM CORE RINGS.
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A.

INTRODUCTION TO MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES ON WARM CORE RINGS

The living resources of oceanic regions are strongly affected by both
short and long term fluctuations of the environment.

While some information

is available concerning these fluctuations we still lack sufficient knowledge
to predict major changes in these resources, partly because of the complexity
of the physics and chemistry of the interacting water masses and because of
the complexity of food chains.

One of the major factors affecting the con-

tinental shelf and slope off the coast of the United States and Canada between
the Grand Banks and Cape Hatteras are anticylconic eddies or rings (first reported by Iselin in 1936) which are injected into the slope region from unstable
meanders of the Gulf Stream.

These major features can provide unique opportuni-

ties for multidisciplinary research of biological, physical, and chemical processes in a region of intense commercial fishing and potentially intense mineral
and petroleum exploitation.
A typical newly formed ring is circular or slightly elliptical in the
horizontal with a diameter of 100 to 200 kms.

In the vertical, isothermal

(and isohaline) surfaces slope downward into the ring center from the outside, giving the ring its characteristic warm core.
penetrates to depths on the order of 1000 m.

The latter typically

Unusually strong currents flow

clockwise around the ring's periphery. Speeds of 40 em/sec have been measured
at a depth of 200 meters and they are undoubtedly twice as large at the sea
surface where the ring boundary is often highly frontogenic.
Rings move about in the slope region in response to factors which
are unknown (mean currents, slow transient currents, winds?).
0

During the

winter and spring months large thermal contrasts (> 5 C) between the sur-
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face water of the ring and its surroundings make tracking by satellite
imagery feasible.

Indeed, they are currently being tracked.

Weekly re-

ports (by NOAA and NAVOCEANO) and monthly reports (by NOAA-National Weather
Service) are issued from which their size, number, position, and rate of
movement can be determined.
or four

Although estimates vary, it appears that three

rings may be present in the slope region at any one time (Fig. 1).

After birth, their motion in detail is erratic, but on the average they
appear to drift west and southwestward at rates of 3 to 5 km/day (Fig. 2).
During their lifetime, which can last from a few months to the better part
of one year (Fig. 3), they continually interact with their surrounding environment.

Some

rings impinge on the continental slope and rise, entrain-

ing shelf water into the near surface circulation of the ring.

Other rings

are reabsorbed into shoreward meanders of the Gulf Stream (a process whose
physics is unknown).

When entirely surrounded by water of the slope re-

gion they undoubtedly exchange mass, momentum, chemical substances, and
pelagic organisms with the latter and, of course, their upper layers are
continually modified by interaction with the atmosphere.
rings

that have not decayed

Ultimately, all

are incorporated again into the Gulf Stream

upon reaching the Cape Hatteras region.
The low standing concentrations of nitrate, ammonium and silickacid in Gulf
Stream and Sargasso Sea surface waters (the source water of these rings) suggests
that nutrient limitation is an important factor in the phytoplankton ecology
of these systems, affecting primary production, species composition and the
survival and abundance of zooplankton and nekton.

Thus a strong dependence of the
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Figure 1.

Distribution of warm core rings in the Slope Water region during
the week of May 11, 1977 based on the interpretation by personnel at the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office of a satellite photograph.

Figure 2 .

t----1

Inferred warm core ring movement based primarily on an analysis
of satellite IR photos by Lai and Richardson (in press) for the
period 1970-1976. Movement of rings is westward; their mean
track is confined between the continental slope and the Gulf
Stream . This illustration was modified from Lai and Richardson's
Figure 7.
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trophic structure, biomass and energy flow in the biological community upon
the rates of cycling of the major inorganic nutrients is indicated.

Mixing

across the ring boundary should result in a net addition of nutrients to the
ring system, and some nutrient loss should occur via sinking of biogenic particulate matter.
at present.

However, the relative magnitudes of these fluxes are unknown

Because warm core rings are broken off from the larger Gulf Stream

system and exist for only a few months there is no reason to assume that processes of nutrient supply and removal are in balance, as they appear to be in
permanent oligotrophic systems such as the Sargasso Sea or the central gyre of
the North Pacific.

If an imbalance exists, then nutrient concentrations within

a ring must change with time.

However, it is not known whether such changes

take place, and changes either upward or downward (and perhaps in different
directions for different nutrients) are conceivable.
Although warm core rings may have a major effect on the biota of the shelf
and slope regions, there is little published information to document this.
Haedrich (1972) briefly described a single trawl catch from a warm core ring
and reported a predominance of warm water species and a substantially lower biomass than in adjacent Slope Water hauls.

Jahn (1976) and Gibbs (1976) have also

reported on midwater fish taken in trawl hauls which were made in warm core rings.
Their results show a much greater proportion of Sargasso Sea species in the rings
than in the Slope Water but the biomass in these rings was not lower.

The strong

presence of tropical-subtropical species is also apparent in phytoplankton and
zooplankton data taken in two warm core rings (Wiebe et
data).

al.~

unpublished

The eddies may also have a major effect on the overall productivity
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of the Slope Water, but there are at present no data to evaluate this.
Because the Slope Water is subarctic in character, the meager amount of
descriptive data suggests that we have a situation in which a tropical-subtropical
biota is introduced into and surrounded by a subpolar-temperate biota.

Within

the usual decay time (three to seven months) of warm core rings, these
two biota have the opportunity for strong interaction.
In a discrete, identifiable and available ring system a comparison
of the time series distribution of conservative versus non-conservative
properties can give first order approximations to the rates of removal of non-conservative chemical tracers from the ocean surface and of addi tions to deep water.
The lifetime of a ring is sufficiently long (months) and their frequency of occurrence is such that comparison of several different rings
on a seasonal basis could also be accomplished.

Such data would provide

us, on at least a first order level, with good estimates of the kinetics
of chemically and biologically mediated transport processes that are important in driving the internal oceanic cycles of many short residence
time elements.

Further, if such information were accompanied by measure-

ments and estimates of the total elemental fluxes across the boundaries, the
relative importance of the short time scale cycles to the overall oceanic
residence time could be evaluated.
One of the most important aspec:ts of marine chemistry is to develop
an understanding of the extent to which the reactivities of given chemical elements affect their distribution in the ocean.

It is generally re-

cognized that the residence times of elements vary from millions of years
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to less than one year, but the estimates of residence times are based
upon estimates of the total flux of material into and out of the ocean
compared with the "standing crop", and they ignore possible shorter time
scale cycling that may be occurring completely >vithin the water column.
That this shorter time scale cycling exists is well known for the nutrient
elements and it almost certainly exists for all elements that are involved
in biological growth and decay cycles.

It is only in recent years, princi-

pally from various studies on radioisotopes, that we have had indications
that some elements may be removed from the ocean surface with residence
times of months.

The nature of short time scale processes in the ocean

and their effect on the distribution of chemical species has had little
attention from marine chemists.

Chemical studies of anticyclonic rings

could provide a new insight into some of these short time scale processes.
There are several reasons why Gulf Stream rings provide a unique environment to address these questions of phy sical-chemical-biological intera ctions.
The rings provide an identifiable hydrographic regime which may be followed
in time in a Lagrangian experiment.

The extent to which the ring is a

closed system is not fully known, but we postulate that during its first
several months of existence any water mass exchange will occur primarily
along the periphery and the central core may be treated as a closed system
except for transfer across the sea-air interface.
in steady state.

These systems are not

Energy is being dissipated and the biological populations

are progressing through a sequence of stages which may respond to the unique
external variables operating on a ring system or which may be internally
driven.

For comparison, one may consider alternate oceanic ecosystems such
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as the central gyres or coastal upwelling systems in which these studies
could be pursued.

In the case of the former system a steady state gen-

erally persists so one cannot readily observe the various states and response
times of the system.

In the case of the latter system there are dynamic

changes occurring, but it is more ammenable to an Eulerian study in which
it is an open system and hence difficult to separate temporal and spatial
variations.
There is a compelling need to pursue this research of Gulf Stream
rings.

Not only will it yield new advances in understanding the c hemi cal ,

biological, and physical coupling of oceanic systems, but it will provide
necessary information on the control of biological activity in
the Slope Water region off the northeastern U.S. Atlantic coast.
Because of their close proximity to the United States mainland, these
anticyclonic eddies are easily accessible.

This fact, together with the

potential uniqueness of the biological, physical and chemical processes
and their potential for significant impact on the surrounding waters, makes
them an ideal site for a multidisciplinary research program.
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RATIONALE FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES

The Middle Atlantic Bight and the Slope Water are regions of complex
water movements which are apparently dominated by the frequent passage of
warm core rings.

Ample evidence exists to suggest that rings entrain sub-

stantial amounts of shelf water and at the same time may inject quantities
of the warmer water of which they are formed into the shelf region.

The

frequency of occurrence of rings (two-four at any one time, eight-·ten rings
per year) indicates that this water exchange is a regular feature of the
shelf-slope system.
Warm core rings as hydrographic entities are responsible for creating
and maintaining much of the heterogeneous mixture of zooplankton ichthyoplankton and nekton over the shelf and in the Slope Water.

Thus they are

a major, but relatively unknown, environmental factor affecting the living
resources of the region.

Because of the semi-enclosed nature of these rings

and because of the high contrast in biological concentration and composition
between the ring core and the surrounding waters, they provide a unique setting
for study of three distinct but interrelated aspects of plankton communities:
1)

In situ dynamical processes which regulate nutrient cycling and

trophic structure.
2)

Factors which affect spatial distribution and abundance of oceanic

and coastal biotas.
3)

Biological modelling of plankton dynamics.
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In situ Processes:
Although relatively little is known of the biology of organisms
in warm core rings, certain gross changes in biological processes may
be anticipated based on what we currently know.

Warm core rings repre-

sent injections of lenses of Gulf Stream water or mixed Gulf Stream
and Sargasso Sea water into the Slope Water region.

Rings initially

derive their hydrographic and biological structure from the source
region, but the structure will be gradually modified by both air-sea
interactions and interactions between the ring and the Slope Water surrounding it.

For example, rings formed in late autumn or winter will

experience considerable surface cooling, and convective mixing, with
probable entrainment of the dissolved nutrients in the surface layer.
We expect that with the influx of dissolved nutrients to the surface
layer the production rates of the phytoplankton and zooplankton will
be stimulated, and if the influx of nutrients is sufficiently large, that
there will be marked changes in the composition of the phy toplankton,
zooplankton, and nekton.
Analogous changes occur seasonally in certain subtropical coastal
upwelling regions, such as the Baja California and northwest African
upwelling systems. In the absence of upwelling in these regions the
trophic structure is typically subtropical and based on very small sizes
of primary producers and consumers.

However, during upwelling events

the trophic structure of the pelagic ecosystem shifts radically toward
that characteristic of temperate waters and is dominated by large-sized

-9primary producers and consumers.

These changes depend to a large ex-

tent on the existence of opportunistic species, both in the phytoplankton and zooplankton, which can capitalize on the massive influx of dissolved nutrients and consequent increase in primary production rate
which accompany upwelling.

Observations of this sort form the foundation

of our understanding of the global patterns of biological production in
the ocean.

Yet, for most pelagic ecosystems the causal mechanisms are

exceedingly difficult to elucidate because of the
of advective processes.

ov e rwhelming dominance

Thus, obs e rvation and analysi s of a sequence of

changes in trophic structure within a single pelagic community, that is,
one that is clearly circumscribed and in which populations are not
diluted by advective and diffusive processes, is of major scientific importance.
Problems of advection and diffusive processes similarly complicate
studies of nutrient cycling

in the pelagic environment.

An obstacle

preventing a further understanding of oceanic nutrient cycling,and in
particular the mineral nutrition of the phytoplankton, is that the upward vertical flux of nutrients into the euphotic zone is not known.
We can estimate with adequate precision the input of nitrogen across
the air-water interface via rainwater and biological nitrogen fixation.
If one can ignore horizontal exchange as a dominant term in directional
flux of dissolved constituents as one moves inward from the perimeter
of the ring, then focus must be concentrated on the vertical term.
Such a decision would be based upon the assumption that the rate of
horizontal, non-biological, elemental flux from adjacent water to
the ring core is small relative to the rate of nutrient
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utilization by the phytoplankton.

The vertical term must be of great

significance in balancing the euphotic zone losses of the nitrogen and
phosphorus which after incorporation by phytoplankton is then advected
downward as intact phytoplankton cells, fecal pellets, zooplankton nnd
nekton biomass, etc.
The uniqueness of the warm core ring for such a study lies in both
its well defined semi-enclosed structure and its changing
charac ter with age .

The defined charac ter of

biological

the ring

would permit one to remain with certainty within a specific domain which
is characterized by a particular hydrographic integrity.

Such definition

would provide an opportunity for investigating vertical flux processes
of biologically important constituents in and out of the euphotic zone
with resolution which could not otherwise be attained.

In contrast to

oceanic sites such as the central Pacific gyres which have been previously selected for thorough investigations of plankton dynamics, the nonsteady state character of the ring would permit one to exploit temporal
changes through time series analyses, and data from such studies could
assist greatly in efforts to resolve the features which regulate the
plankton dynamics in oceanic and nearshore ecosystems.
From the perspective of one interested in the factors which regulate marine primary prod'uctivity, the virtue of an intensive study of
vertical flux terms within a warm core ring is not solely in acquiring
an understanding of the ring system.

These observations would have

far-reaching applicability to the study of phytoplankton/nutrient interactions elsewhere in the ocean.

Differences in the supply rates of
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nitrogen, silicon and phosphorus to the euphotic zone are generally considered to be the fundamental factors regulating primary production, the
distribution of phytoplankton species and the structure of pelaeic animal
communities.

However, in most systems these supply rates are either in-

estimable or constant, so that the response of the phytoplankton to known
rates of nutrient enrichment in a physically intact natural body of water
cannot be determined.

Warm core rings may be uniquely suitable for this

purpose.
Rates of response of the phy toplankton communit y a r e r e latively eas y
to measure via the various methods which have been deve loped to measure
primary production.

However, in order to interpret the ef f ects changes

on the primary level may have on the higher trophic l evels, some measure
of secondary production is required but is far more difficult to achieve.
Through time series study of a warm core ring, it may be possible to determine the amount of secondary production which occurs particularly if
the ring community maintains its integrity for prolonged periods.

Recent

success in the CEPEX enclosed bag experiments strongly suggest that it
is possible to get an estimate of secondary production b y following recognizable cohorts in their passage through successive stages to adults.

Es-

timates can be made of the amount of carbon in the various and final stages
of copepods.

Then the carbon fixed in their fr a ctio ns of the food chain

.
.
cou ld b e compare d to t h at pro d uce db y Cl4 f.1xat1on
to g1ve
some 1. d ea o f
"ecological efficiency."

This would require at sea studies of the type

and quantity of food consumed by the developmental stages.
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Impact of Rings on Slope and Shelf Water Biotas
Water exchange driven by warm core rings must greatly affect the distribution and abundance of zooplankton and nekton in the adjacent Slope and shelf
water regions.

Bigelow and Sears (1939) estimated that from 8% to 16% of the

total zooplankton displacement volume in continental shelf samples in the re
gion was comprised of non-resident species, and this proportion increases over
the outer shelf and almost certainly in the Slope Water.

Backus and colleagues

(unpublished) found that about 25% of 10,000 or so myctophids caught in 24 Slope
0

Water midwater trawls (200-m temperature less than 15 C) belonged to species
having various tropical and subtropical distribution patterns and that these were
likely carried into the Slope Water by warm core rings.

However, the true nature

of the impact of warm core rings on the shelf and Slope Water biotas is unknown.
In addition to the need to assess the contribution of warm core rings to the
magnitude and scale of heterogeneity of plankton populations in this region, warm
core rings offer a unique opportunity to look at the factors which affect the distribution and abundance of oceanic and coastal zooplankton and midwater fish.

Tro-

pical-subtropical species within the ring core, especially those at the core margins
and Slope Water species in adjacent waters, are subjected to changes in biological,
chemical and physical aspects of their habitat which accompany the processes of
ring interaction with the surrounding Slope Water and entrained shelf water.
The changes that take place are, in many respects, distinct from the way in
which these features change in the species' home range or at the edges of their range,
and it is this situation which provides the opportunity to separate out the relative
importance of environmental factors which are typically highly correlated in the normal habit.

In addition, many of the factors are, over the course of ring decay, al-

tered beyond the states typically encountered in the home range.
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As in the case of cold core rings one can expect, through a time series
study of warm core rings, to witness changes in the horizontal spatial distribution, vertical distribution and migration patterns, reproductive cycles, biochemical composition and physiology of the species.

Furthermore one may expect to see

that the interaction of warm core rings and the shelf and Slope Water may result
in a significant mortality of ichthyoplankton and nekton.

Ichthyoplankton affected

by the warmer ring environment should experience high mortality, presumably due to
their inability to compensate for the higher respiratory energy demands accompanying elevated temperatures.
Study of the biological processes induced by warm core rings can be resolved
into several questions:
1)

The limited amount of data that exists suggest that dispersal of warm water

zooplankton and midwater fish species from warm core rings into the Slope Water is
greater than in the case of dispersal of cold water species into the Sargasso Sea
from cold core rings.

Dispersal of species from cold core rings is apparently not

an important process, largely due to the physical nature of the system.

Additionally,

cold water species would be expected to rapidly succumb in the higher temperature surrounding the ring thereby reducing the chances of observing dispersed individuals.
Dispersal from warm core rings poses a different problem inasmuch as typically warm
water species have a higher likelihood of survival in cold water, since lower lethal
temperature limits are probably not immediately reached at shelf water temperatures.
Several lines of evidence also indicate that physical dispersal mechanisms of warm
core rings may be greater than of cold core rings.
occupy a much larger fraction of the "Slope
do in the Sargasso Sea.

~vater"

Furthermore, warm core rings
region than cold core rings

Thus for these rings an important question to ask is:
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what is the relative importance of physical and biological factors in
the dispersal process?
2)

This leads to a suite of more operational questions:

To what extent do species which are found in the core of a newly formed
ring penetrate into the shelf water region?
What are the gradients in species composition along the path of an
intrusion?
How does species penetration correspond with physical features indicating intrusion of warmer (or cooler and less saline water) in ring exchange processes?
3)
abundance

Related to these questions regarding patterns in distribution and
is an important question involving biological changes accom-

panying dispersal and transport:
What are the physiological states (as measured by biochemical and
physiological parameters) of ichthyoplankton and zooplankton transported
into warmer water from the shelf and that of warm water species transported into cooler and less saline water over the shelf and how do these
states change with time?

Biological Modeling of Plankton Dynamics
Biological modeling of warm core ring plankton dynamics should be
developed in conjunction with modelling of the physical circulation within rings.
This modelling effort should begin prior to the

major

field sampling pro-

gram to help formulate the hypotheses to be tested by the program and iden-
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tify the specific information which should be collected at sea.

Continual

feedback between theoretician and observationalist is an essential part of
the program.
If a Gulf Stream ring represents a well defined water parcel isolated
from its source, then the opportunity exists to test theories on the response
of a pelagic plankton community experiencing environmental stress.

Models

should investigate changes of phytoplankton and zooplankton biomass, size
composition and species composition.

Large plastic bag experiments and bio-

logical modeling by John Steele and Bruce Frost suggest that nutrient flux
into an oligotrophic warm core ring may result in phytoplankton of larger
cell size and subsequently larger herbivores.

The field program should de-

termine if a species succession in the direction of larger organisms occurs
in aging rings.

The changes in the plankton community through time will de-

pend on the season in which the ring was formed (initial conditions) and the
chemical and biological conditions surrounding the ring (boundary conditions).
A time series of biological and chemical data from one ring over its lifetime
must be collected to validate model predictions.
Scale analysis of the general equation for a nonconservative variable in
the sea quickly shows that advection and biological processes play competing roles
in determining the distribution of plankton within rings.
system dynamics must be modeled within a spatial framework.

Therefore ring ecoAnalytical and

numerical models of the time-dependent velocity field can be used to calculate
the flux of nutrients across the lateral boundaries and through the bottom
boundary into the ring.

The rate at which Sargasso Sea plankton species in
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the ring are replaced by Slope Water species is a function of both physic a l
(advection, diffusion) and biological (vertical migration, physiological
tolerances, food availability) processes.

Circulation models coupled to

biological models are necessary to predict this rate of plankton successian.
The success of these ecosystem models will be judged on their abilit y
to simulate the observed changes (biomass, particle size, species c omposition) in the plankton as the ring dissipates.

This is a difficult task.

Still the model building process identifies the specific holes in our und e rstanding of marine ecosystem dynamics.

The role of modelling in ma rine

science is to increase understanding of the dynamics of oceanic s y st ems,
rather than merely to provide a predictive ability.
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RATIONALE FOR CHEMICAL STUDIES

Chemical investigations proposed in the rings study can be considered
under three broad but related categories:
1)

Chemical regulators and indicators of biological processes.

2)

Chemical tracers of physical processes.

3)

Chemical mechanisms, fluxes and reactions.

Several chemical properties fall in two or all of these three categories.
Properties included in category (1) are dissolved oxygen, the nutrients P0 ,
4
Si0 , N0 , N0 , N 0, Urea, NH , and organic constituents. Properties in
2
2
4
4
3
3
222
228
210Pb
category (2) include HTO, He,
Rn,
Ra,
, dissolved oxygen, N0 ,
3
226
230
228
210
P0 . All of these plus
Ra.
Th,
Th,
Po and trace metals are in4
cluded in category (3).
The Gulf Stream rings can be considered as experimental systems for
chemical studies but it is important to recognize that the Ring phenomena
are likely to be major factors in determining the transport of chemicals in
this region of the ocean.

It is therefore necessary to understand the pro-

cesses occurring in these rings and to develop a predictive capability for
their occurrence and fate.

Once their chemical content is established it

will be possible to make a budget and estimates for the horizontal chemical
transport associated with ring bodies.
A time-series study of the chemistry of a warm core ring would be useful to identify the non-steady state which results from the combined effects
of dynamic physical and biological processes.
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Chemical Regulators and Indicators of Biological Activity
The chemistry of seawater is known to influence and control the extent
of biological activity in the ocean, but the mechanisms of these processes
are not well understood.
biological activity.

There are several ways in which chemicals control

Availability of the major nutrients such as phosphate,

nitrate, ammonia, urea, and silicate set limits on the primary productivity of
photic waters.

Some studies have suggested that trace elements such as iron

or copper may control primary production.

On a more subtle level there is evi-

dence that specific organic molecules may influence the behavior of organisms
(i.e., chemical communication).
The present understanding of chemical controls on primary production may
be summarized by the concept of the limiting nutrients.

Beginning with sea-

water containing significant quantities of phosphate, nitrate, silicate, and
other required constituents, one may expect a bloom of phytoplankton activity
provided that light, temperature, and water column stability are suitable.

The

concentrations of the biologically active chemicals are reduced to a level at
which their input to the system by physical supply and biological regneration
via bacterial heterotrophic activity and animal excretion is balanced by their
removal by photosynthetic production of organic constituents.

Studies within

Gulf Stream rings offer new opportunities to improve the understanding of these
opposing but fundamental aspects of the marine biochemical cycle.
Thus, it has long been recognized that biological processes modify
the concentrations of oxygen, phosphate, nitrate, silicate, and carbon
dioxide in the ocean and that these modified concentrations then become
distributed throughout the ocean by physical advection and mixing.

It
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has recently become evident that this basic interaction of biological and
physical processes also is responsible for the oceanic variations in many
trace constituents of seawater such as cadmium, barium, and copper.

The

present treatment of these processes in chemical terms is limited to simple
stoichiometric relationships which demonstrate a useful statistical linkag e
among the various chemical systems.

Future research should focus on specify-

ing the sites, mechanisms, and rates of biological modification affecting both
the organic and inorganic constituents of seawater.
In order to study chemical regulators and indicators of

bi o Jogi~ al

ac t ivity across an area impacted by a ring, it is required tha t three
regions of the ring environment b e distinguished;

th e Background

which one would normally expect to find in the region (Sargasso Sea for co ld
core rings and Slope Water for warm c ore rings); the Ring

Periphe~

where

there may be exchange between the ring and its surroundings; and the Ring
Core which may be considered to be isolated from the surroundings for moderate
periods of time (e.g., weeks to months).
the ring due to local turbidity.

The photic zone depth varies across

Circulation and mixing processes will trans-

port chemicals along and across the boundaries of these regions and isopycnals.
The biologically active constituents will be cycled within the photic zone by
assimilation and regeneration.

There is a vertical loss from the system du e

to gravitational settling of organisms, detritus and fecal pellets and there
is active downward transport by vertically migrating organisms.

There may

or may not be a physical return to the photic zone of chemicals regenerated
at intermediate depths during the life of a ring.

Although the principal

effort in this program will be concentrated on warm core rings, the contrast
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between cold core and warm core rings provides a unique opportunity to pursue comparative studies of these inverse systems and thereby further understand these oceanic processes.

It is the juxtaposition of the oceanic chemi-

cal cycle on the cold core or warm core ring physical regime which determines
the magnitude and activity of the chemical and biotic systems and the intensity of their interaction.
The following major questions must be addressed in the study of biological chemical regulators and indicators:
1.

What is the rate of transport of chemicals into the photic zone
by advection and mixing?

2.

What is the rate of cycling of chemicals within the photic zone?

3.

To what extent is there a leakage of chemicals from the photic
zone to the depths of the ring?

4.

Where are the sites of greatest chemical activity in the ring?
Are the gradient zones around the ring periphery areas of predominant lateral transport and the ring core a region of predominant vertical transport?

The answers to these questions can be obtained through a research program
that couples comprehensive physical, biological, and chemical investigations.
The chemical aspects of the research include a highly resolved distribution of the chemical parameters which interact with the biological processes.
Knowledge of the standing stock of chemicals in the inorganic and biotic
phases provides a first order assessment of the state of the system and the
chemical gradients may be coupled with physical processes to obtain the
rates of chemical transport within the system.

A second order approach
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to evaluating these processes is through chemical time series observations
in a ring.

These systems are not in steady-state and their changes with time

will yield information on the sites of activity and on the time constants for
the system.
Specific parameters which may usefully be measured include:
a.

inorganic phosphate

k.

ATP

b.

organic phosphorus

1.

copper

c.

nitrate

m.

cadmium

d.

nitrite

n.

iron

e.

ammonia

o.

organic carbon

f.

urea-nitrogen

p.

trace metal complexation

g.

silicic acid

q.

steroidal hormones

h.

chlorophyll and other pigments

r.

lipids

i.

bacterial numbers

s.

proteins

j.

heterotrophic activity

In addition to the determination of the distribution of these variables among
the inorganic, organic, biotic, and particulate phases of the ring system, specific
experiments can yield some of the desired rate information.

For example, incubation

experiments may be used to assess chemical uptake and regeneration rates.

Enzyme

activity measurements can provide information on the rates of respiration.
This research program should include a chemical sampling system for obtaining
liter quantities of seawater with an ideal resolution approaching a continuous profile through the water column.

One approach to this problem

is a pumping system which may be useful in the upper hundred meters, but
as one attempts to extend such an approach to great depths the artifacts
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produced by the long length of tubing become limiting.

It should be pos-

sible to construct a sampler to obtain 100 samples in 1000 meters of water
to achieve a nearly continuous profile of a wide variety of chemical constituents.

A major emphasis in this program should be to make as much

of the analytical program as "real-time" as possible.

This can be achieved

with specially designed shipboard laboratory systems including clean space
and automated spectrophotometric and atomic absorption instrumentation and
data reduction ."

With this approach the information can be available

to the investigator within a few hours of sampling allowing interaction
with the sampling strategy and eliminating the problems associated with
sample storage.

In addition, use should be made of a CTD-0 -nephelometry
2

sensor system to guide the sampling and provide a high data density for
these parameters.

For the nutrient elements it would be useful to employ

a continuous sampling and analysis system for the photic zone (e.g., the
CUEA and U/W systems) to define the horizontal and vertical gradients in
the frontal regions of the ring systems.
Another significant problem which would be suited for study in a ring system is to determine how the chemistry of organisms changes with time in a body
of water.

As the ring ages, it is probable that the organisms of warm water origin

weaken and the populationsbegin to decline.

We should determine what chemical

changes occur in the organisms as a function of ring age.
species being produced?

Are different chemical

What are the relative rates of decomposition of

the key metabolic compounds?

The approach would be to isolate the organisms

at specific times in the ring at certain depths and examine the specific
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organic compounds that would serve as indicators for these metabolic processes (e.g., steroidal hormones) along with the bulk measurements of
lipid, protein, etc., contents.

Such studies should be conducted jointly

by biologists and chemists.
Investigation of the coupling between the cycling of selected isotopes
and the biology could be of importance in understanding the rates involved
in recycling processes in the upper ocean which must form a large fraction
of the nutrient supply for organisms living in nutrient-depleted zones.
Further, the efficiency of the recycling may be directly affected

by the

productivity, with large particle losses increased in more highly productive areas.
lations.

This, in turn, could have substantial effects on benthic popu-

The variability in the productivity in the shelf/warm rings/Gulf

Stream system will give us the possibility of directly assessing these
effects.

Floating sediment traps and large volume pump samples will be

of use to many different aspects of this study.

Measurements of nutrients, metals

organic species, fallout isotopes and other natural radiotracers can all
be accomplished on the same samples.

Chemical Tracers of Physical Processes
Several chemical tracers are known to have strong gradients (both horizontal and vertical) in the region from the continental shelf to the Gulf
Stream.

Measurements of these tracers will provide valuable information on

the lateral and vertical exchanges of water.
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Dissolved oxygen has been shown to be a useful property for assessing
the relative contributions of Slope water, Gulf Stream water and Sargasso
Sea water to the cyclonic rings south of the Gulf Stream (Kester 1977,
Warm Core Rings Workshop).

This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Heasurements of silicate in the deep water could provide useful information on the incorporation of deep water from the Sargasso Sea area into
the warm core ring structure.

High concentrations of silica exist in the

deep water of the Sargasso Sea (derived principally from its content of
Antarctic bottom water) while the Slope Water has low silicate concentrations.
The silicate-salinity relationship in the deep water of this region
is shown in fig.

~.

The departure of the silicate-salinity curve in the

Slope Water stations (22, 23, 24 and 31) is clearly seen in the decreased
silicate of these stations due to greater contributions of deep water of
Labrador Sea origin.
Very little is known experimentally about transport processes in the
oceans.

The need to understand them quantitatively is obvious and will

not be dealt with here, but rather we will describe how we might go about
measuring them.
A class of tracers

has

recently become of interest in the scientific

community whose distribution in the oceans is not in steady-state.

These

"transient ocean tracers" (T.O.T.) consist of substances (both chemicals
and radionuclides) that are (or have been) introduced into the environment
as a result of man's activities; either by industrial waste, nuclear waste
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or nuclear weapons testing.

We choose the term "T.O.T." to avoid the

common aspect of "pollution monitoring", because our main concern and
interest is what the time dependent distribution of these substances can
tell us about transport processes in the oceans.

Indeed, their transient

nature generates information of a much different quality than steadystate distributions.

One could regard them as inadvertent dye-release

experiments.
The kind of experiments that would be useful would consist of the
following:
(i)

long-term monitoring stations to define the "norm" and to watch

the long-term evolution of the distributions.
(ii)

periodic (e.g. every five-ten years) large-scale surveys to

define the spatial norm and study temporal evolution.
(iii)

several "ring-related", small, intensive experiments to see

what role these rings play in the evolution of the "big picture".
The principal transient tracer of interest is tritium.

Following

is an illustrative, but by no means comprehensive, list of the kinds of
problems to which measurements of tritium might be applied.
Tritium -- As part of the water molecule, it approaches ideality
as an advection-diffusion controlled tracer.

This isotope was produced

by nuclear weapons testing, dwarfing background levels.

Sampling re-

quires only 100 ml of water and can be performed using Niskin or Nansen
bottles.
On a broad scale, the penetration of tritium into the oceans will
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tell us something about the structure of the thermocline and mesoscale exc hange processes.

On a more local scale, the mixing between the rings and

their environment can be studied due to the markedly different

3
H-tempera-

ture relationships of Sargasso and Slope waters.

3H
3H D .
. .
Trltlume atlng -- Measurement o f
e, t h e d aug h ter pro d uct o f
tritium, enhances the sensitivity of tritium as a tracer and yields much
more information.

Because of this it makes sense to measure

samples that are taken for tritium.

3

3

He on all

3
H- He dating can be used down to

time scales of a month and as a measure of mixing, gas exchange and the rates
of chemical reactions.
On a broad scale,

3

He would be used as a separate but coupled (with

tritium) tracer to look at mesoscale exchange processes and the thermocline.

On a more local scale, mixing and gas exchange could be studied

within a ring.

Sampling requirements are the same as tritium, but special

storage containers are used.

Controlled releases of conservative tracers:
An experiment of considerable interest would be the controlled release
of conservative tracers at two or more density levels within the center and
hig h velocity core of a ring.

If the dispersion of such tracers could be

monitored over the lifetime of a ring we could obtain precise and greatly
needed information on the rates of horizontal and vertical transport within
the ring system.
The principal difficulty with such an experiment is the amount and
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cost of the tracer to be added relative to the sensitivity and precision
of its detection.

At this time, these considerations would reasonably

allow the use of only tritium and perhaps freon. Preliminary calculations,
assuming horizontal eddy diffusivities of 1 x 10

7

em

2

sec

-1

and vertical

2
. . .
d l"ff uslvltles
o f 1 em sec -l , suggest t h at re 1 eases o f t h e or d er o f 500
curies of tritium or two tons of freon would be required to provide the
increase of signal to background necessary to give useful information.
While large, such releases are technically feasible and of reasonable
cost relative to the information that would be supplied.

In the case of

tritium releases, on board scintillation counters could be used during the
first week or so of tracking of the dispersal patterns.
ments were

If such experi-

run and accompanied by neutrallybuoyant float releases at the

same density levels we would obtain much needed independent information
on the behavior of these floats.

Uranium-thorium series isotopes:
The geochemistry of the uranium thorium series isotopes, which is
briefly described later, provides some unique opportunities for tracer
studies in continental shelf to open ocean regions.
isotopes

228

Ra (t ~~six yrs),

226

Ra

In particular the

(t ~ ~ 1600 yrs) and

222

Rn

(t ~ ~

3.8 days) are introduced into the ocean from the sediments on the sea
floor.
The half-life of

226

Ra is too long to be useful for the study of pro-

cesses operating on the time scale of the rings but the high concentrations
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of

228

Ra and

222

.
Rn 1n shelf water and near bottom water on the slope

and the abyss together with low concentrations in the Sargasso Sea provide good opportunities for the use of these properties to study the
rate of intrusion of shelf water into the Sargasso Sea and vice versa
on time scales of days to year.

Further, measurements of these pro-

perties in the deeper parts of the ring could provide information on the
nature of interaction between the rings and the slope.

Chemical Mechanisms, Fluxes and Reactions
Recent advances in sampling and analytical technologies have made it
possible to begin comprehensive studies of the chemistry of selected transition and heavy metals in marine systems.

Major problems requiring atten-

tion include the reactivity of metals in a marine ecosystem, their transport through the water column, their uptake, concentration, and propagation
in the food web, and their potential effect on the metabolic rate and ecological structure of marine populations.

Studies of Gulf Stream rings and

the Slope Water region offer a unique opportunity to undertake a detailed
investigation of the marine chemistry of selected metals.

Some of the

advantages of such a study are that a series of measurements and experiments may be conducted in an identifiable hydrographic regime.

The infor-

mation obtained through concurrent studies of the biology and physical
oceanography of a ring-Slope Water system would greatly enhance the value
of the chemical observations by providing a definition of the context in
which the chemical processes occur which is frequently lacking in individual
research programs.
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The major steps to be undertaken in this area of research are:
a.

design and implementation of sampling

b.

establishment and verification of analytical
methods

c.

field study of metals in ring systems

d.

supportive laboratory investigations of metal
c h e mistry

e.

interpretation of the chemical data and its
relationship to other aspects of the investigation.

The exis ting technology is adequate to carry out these studies for a few
metals (copper, cadmium, manganese, nickel, and mercury).

It would be

worthwhile to achieve comparable abilities for a few other metals (lead,
iron, and zinc) .
The sampling and a nalytical program must address the question of metal
speciation and its relationship to metal reactivity.

The most promising

approach is to combine operational chemical speciation with a consideration
of thermodynamic and kinetic chemical speciation.

The study must include

a distinction between dissolved and particulate forms of the metals.

This

objective can only be achieved in an operational sense by methods such as
filtration and centrifugation.

It would be useful to be able to specify

the distribution of metals as a function of particle size and type and to
assess the chemical reactivity of the metals associated with particles.
Steps should be taken to identify the relationship between metals and organic
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substances which could be realized by fractionation and chemical decomposition of organic substances.

Uranium-thorium decay series isotopes:
The non-conservative behavior of chemical species in the ocean is
driven largely by processes involved in the introduction, formation, transport and dissolution of particles.

An understanding of the geochemical

cycles of many species depends ultimately upon our knowledge of the rates
at which these processes operate and our ability to separate events caused
by particle processes from advective and diffusive fluxes which are functions
of the circulation and boundary conditions.
Several of these isotopes have already proven exceedingly useful in
supplying important information and offer the potential of much greater
contributions .

The most important members of the decay series may be sum-

marized as:
234Th

-+
(t~

-+

-+

(t~ 1600m)

24 days)

232Th -+ 228Ra

222Rn

-+

(t~ 3.8d)

-+

210Pb

(t~ 22 yr)

-+

210Po

(t~ 138d)

228Th

-+

( t~ 5. 7 5 yr s)

226Ra

(t~

1. 91 yrs)

Uranium appears to be a conservative property in the ocean present at a concentration level of

3 ppb.

Further, there have been no detectable varia-

.
. t h e 234 U;238 U ratlo.
.
tlons
o b serve d 1n
Thorium 234 and 230 Th when produced from uranium are rapidly incorporated
into particles; however, the short half-life of

234

Th does not allow a sub-

stantial fraction of the source of 234 u to be removed from the ocean water column.
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In contrast,

230

Th is removed very effectively.

The time scale of

this removal appears to be about 1 yr from the surface ocean and about

50-60 yrs from the whole water column.

226

Ra, the daughter of

230

Th,

is produced principally in bottom sediments and diffuses back into the
ocean from that source.

However, the half-life, relative to the time

226

scales of ocean mixing, is such that the distribution of

Ra in the

water column is determined principally by shorter time scale biological
uptake in the surface and regeneration in the deep water.

222

Rn, a noble gas, is also produced principally in bottom sediments

and diffuses into the ocean.

The

3~

day half-life of this isotope to-

gether with its inert character make it an ideal tracer for studying
local exchange processes at the bottom boundary, where it is introduced,
and at the air-sea interface, where the atmosphere provides a sink.

210

Pb, a 22 yr half-life isotope, is produced from

222

Rn (with transi-

tions through several very shorter-lived ·intermediates).
Fluxes of

222

Rn from continents, and the transport of continental

air masses over the ocean, produce a significant atmospheric flux of

210

Pb

into the surface of the open ocean.
Studies on the

210

Pb-

210

Po system in open ocean and continental shelf

environments have shown several intriguing aspects.
In the surface of the open ocean

210

Po is removed from solution very

rapidly by uptake in phytoplankton - the time scale of the removal being
less than one month.

Excesses of

210

Po over

210

Pb in a zone between 100

and 400 meters have been used to calculate an overall efficiency of re-
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generation of the

210

Po from particles of about 70% or higher.
210

trast, the removal rate of
of

~1~

In con-

Pb from the surface ocean has a time scale

years and its recycling efficiency in the surface ocean is <5%

and probably zero.
In the deep ocean,strong deficiencies of

210

Pb relative to

226

Ra in

regions close to the bottom boundaries suggests that a boundary absorbtion process may be a most effective mechanism for the removal of
produced

in situ.

In continental shelf environments measurements on the

210

Po/

210

Pb

system have shown, in many cases, that the water column maintains an excess of

210

Po over

210

Pb

With the short half-life of the

210

Po (138

days), this result can only be achieved by massive scavenging andremoval of

210

sediments.

Pb and the regeneration of

210

Po with fluxes from the bottom

The time scale of the removal of

210

Pb in the coastal ocean

must be on the order of weeks and may be a similar boundar y absorption
process that could be operative in the open ocean.
Studies on the

226

Ra

~

222

Rrt

~

210

Pb

~

210

Po isotopes could thus

provide us with some important information on the mechanisms and time
scales of the removal of these heavy metal species from the water column
that could have generalizations to cycles of other metals.
The

warm core rings

system occupies a transition zone between the

continental shelf and the open ocean.

The nature of the circulation and

the biological processes operative in this area will have a pronounced
effect on the distribution of these radioactive species.

An investiga-
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tion of these effects which will proceed with simultaneous physical and
biological studies gives us the opportunity to understand the details of
the processes in a way that would otherwise not be possible.
Some important questions that could be attacked include:

1)

What are the relative transport rates of

210

Pb and

210

Po in an

accelerated large particle flux and fine particle settling, and how do
changes in the biological populations affect these rates?
2)

Do migrating zooplankton have substantial transport capabilities

for heavy metal species?
3)

What is the relative role (and mechanism) of the boundary adsorp-

tion process for

210

Pb compared with removal on particulates?

How may

this extend to other heavy metals?

4)

What are the mechanisms involved in the regeneration of

low the euphotic zone?

Is

210p

210p

o be-

o (possibly as a polonate) an analogue for

P and can it be used to obtain information on the rates of phosphate cycle?
Answers to these questions can be provided by systematic sampling and
study of the

226

Ra +

222

Rn

+

210

Pb+

210

Po system during a warm core rings

study.
Initial investigations would involve broad scale sampling and measurement of dissolved and particulate

210

Pb and

210p

.

o 1n profiles in the

s lope

Water/warm core ring/Gulf Stream system, with sufficient measurements of
the

226

Ra,

222

Rn distribution that the source functions for the daughter

isotopes could be adequately evaluated.
On completion of this initial phase a more detailed study involving
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time series experiments within a ring would be needed to provide quantitative
estimates of the relative rates of the different processes.

These experiments

would involve sampling and measurement of the dissolved and fine particulate
210

Pb and

210

.
Po together wlth measurement of the accelerated particle fluxes

using neutral buoyant floating sediment traps which could be released at
several density levels within a ring.

In addition, large volume in situ

pump samples would be important to provide information of standing crop
data.

Measurement of these isotopes in several biological species characteris-

tic of different levels of the trophic system would also be of help in understanding the mechanisms of transport.
In addition to the major aspects of the program, this series of isotopes
could give useful information on the rates of fluxes from the shelf to the
open ocean and vice versa.
226

Ra (along with

228

Ra) and

ocean bottom and shelf, while
ocean bottom and shelf.

210

222

Rn have substantial sources from the

Pb appears to have a substantial sink in the

The existence of these tracers with different boundary

conditions can help to provide limits for studies of the circulation, particularly in deeper water outside the zone of extensive biological uptake.
The uptake rate of

228

Th (which is similar to the uptake rate of other

heavy metals) by biological and inorganic particles can also be studied through
use of the

228

Th/

228

Ra ratio.

. 1n
. t h e s h e lf water, Sl ope
Th e 228 Th/228 Ra ratlo

Water and Sargasso Sea are about 0.0/-··0 .03, 0.05-0.06, and 0.2-0.3 respectively
228 h .
.
( corresponding to t h e mean resi d ence t1me
of
T 1n t h e water a b out one to
three weeks, two to three months and one to two years).

. 228
228
The change 1n
Th/
Ra
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ratio (or the residence time) reflects the amount of surface area of biological and sediment particles available for the uptake of
study of

228

Th/

228

228

Th.

The

Ra ratio change together with simultaneous study of

234

Th

in the ring environment will provide unique opportunity to sort out the
detail mechanisms of Th uptake in the ocean.
Investigation of the coupling between the cycling of these isotopes
and the biology could be of importance in understanding the rates involved
in recycling processes in the upper ocean which must form a large fraction
of the nutrient supply for organisms living in nutrient-depleted zones.
Further, the efficiency of the recycling may be directly affected by the
productivity, with large particle losses increased in more highly productive areas.

This, in turn, could have substantial effects on benthic popu-

lations.
The variability in the productivity in the shelf-Slope Water/warm rings /
Gulf Stream system will give us the possibility of directly assessing these effects.
Floating sediment traps and large volume pump samples will be of
use to many different aspects of this study.

Measurements of nutrients,

organic species, fallout isotopes and other natural radiotracers could
all be accomplished on the same samples.

Gas exchange rate across the air-sea boundary:
The gas exchange rate across the air-sea boundary is related to the
wind speed and how well the surface mixed layer is mixed.

To study the

change in the gas exchange rate across the ring hopefully will provide us
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with the answer as to how the vorticity of the ring affects the gas exchange rate.
Descrete sampling and measurement of

222

Rn in near surface profiles

has been shown to be a useful measure of gas exchange rates.

Work by

Roether on a continuous profiling system holds great promise, and similar
instrumentation should be developed and used for this study.

A study of

near surface oxygen fluxes would be quite valuable for the biology.
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RATIONALE FOR PHYSICAL STUDIES

From the point of physical oceanography there are three major objectives in an investigation of warm core rings:
1)

to describe and understand the role of warm core rings in the

general circulation of that portion of the western North Atlantic Ocean known
as the Slope Water region.

As anticyclonic vortices imbedded in what appears

to be a cyclonic circulation inshore of a western boundary current, to what
extent do they contribute to that circulation and how are they affected by
it?

How are warm core rings related to the complicated hydrography of the

Slope Water, and what sort of exchanges of momentum, energy, and mass are involved?
2)

to understand the role of warm core rings in the coupling of Slope

Water with the waters on its boundaries, both the Gulf Stream and at the shelf
edge.

To what extent do the rings accomplish the exchanges that must take

place across these boundaries, and what are the relative roles of entrainment, diffusion, generation of internal waves and other processes?

How

are the rings related to fluctuations in the path of the Gulf Stream and the
extreme variability in the position of the shelf/slope front?
3)

to understand the dynamics of the warm core rings themselves.

do they maintain themselves?
ocean bottom?

How

How do they interact with the atmosphere and the

Do they follow a pattern of birth, translation, decay and re-

absorption and if so, why do they behave as they do?
In connection with the third objective it was felt that the questions of formation and recapture of warm core rings, although undeniably important, are part
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of the overall problem of the general circulation of the ocean and the
dynamics of the Gulf Stream system and should not be addressed as part
of this program, at least, in its early stages.
Accordingly, given what is now known about warm core rings, it was agreed
that the investigation should be concentrated in two regions:

1)

the area

between about 66°W and 72°W, where therings appear most likely to be moving freely in the Slope Water, unrestrained by the effects of bottom topography or interactions with other hydrographic regimes, and 2) the area
west of about 72°W, where the rings tend to move into shoaler water, interacting with the varying topography of the continental slope and with
the coastal water at the edge of the shelf.
The work would thus be concentrated in about one-third of the total
Slope Water region, but it is the region in which rings have been observed
most often.

It is also completely within a one-day steaming radius of

most U.S. research institutions east of Cape Hatteras, and it is the region best covered by satellites.

(We believe, of course, that the inves-

tigation should not be limited to U.S. participants, the Canadian laboratories in Nova Scotia, in particular, should be encouraged to participate
fully, as they share many of our reasons for studying warm core rings and
could make vital contributions in terms of ships and facilities as well as
investigators.)
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PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS AND LOGISTICS

Biological and Chemical Program Recommendations
The field program in biology and chemistry will investigate conditions
both in the warm core rings and in the shelf and Slope Waters with which they
interact.

No assumptions need to be made regarding the integrity of the ring

system in order to assess the impact of warm core rings on the shelf/Slope
Water regimes as it relates to the study of factors affecting plankton and
nekton spatial distribution, abundance, and behavior, and of the factors
affecting shelf/Slope exchanges of chemical properties.

In contrast, the

viability of the study of in situ processes associated with chemical cycling
and trophic structure requires the validation of three premises:
1)

that the centers of warm core rings are, as envisioned, quasi-

closed systems wherein in situ and vertical processes dominate chemical
cycling and trophic structure;
2)

that during the lifetime of a ring, significant changes occur in

its physical-chemical structure which lead to detectable biological changes;
3)

that pertinent vertical and lateral fluxes can be measured.

A preliminary field study is required to evaluate these premises by
determining the basic characteristics of the ring environment and surrounding waters, the distribution and abundance of its flora and fauna, and
changes which may take place over time in a ring.

We propose to make

an extensive survey of a warm core ring in mid-late 1979.

Physical, chemi-

cal and biological features of the ring will be documented during three cruises
(three weeks duration each) with an approximately thre to five week
interval between cruises.

Observations which must be made on the biota
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include:
a)

Vertical and horizontal distribution of phytoplankton and suspended

particulate matter within and outside the ring.

Data will include size dis-

tribution of suspended particulate matter, as determined by electronic particle
counter, and size structure of phytoplankton as determined by size fractionation of chlorophyll-containing particles.
b)

Production rate of phytoplankton, including production rate of gross

size categories.
c)

Bacterial population densities and heterotrophic activity in relation

to dissolved organic carbon cycling.
d)

Variations in the complexation capacity for heavy metals via bacterial

bioassay.
e)

Vertical and horizontal distribution of zooplankton and nekton.

Ideally,

this would include both micro- and macrozooplankton (including mesopelagic fish)
which must be collected with different types of sampling gear.
Numerous physical and chemical observations are needed during the
cruise for intensive biological data acquisition to obtain a comprehensive
characterization of the ring environment (dissolved nutrient field and dynamical aspects:

circulation, diffusion both laterally and vertically, etc.).

Further, during the cruises which emphasize physics and chemistry, it is
highly desirable to obtain sufficient biological data to determine the magnitude of change of populations in the ring core.
Chemical observations would include detailed profiles on shelf to Gulf
Stream section, across identified rings.

The nutrients, inorganic phosphate,
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organic phosphorus, nitrate, nitrite, ammonium, urea-nitrogen, silicic acid
and dissolved oxygen would be measured on each cruise with high density
sampling above 1000 meters.

These parameters would provide the necessary

input to the preliminary biological and chemical modeling of the nutrient
cycles.
One cruise would concentrate on large volume and detailed sampling to
3
establish the boundaries of the distributions of tritium- He, organics,
trace metals and uranium-thorium series isotopes within the Slope Water,
ring regime.
Intensive sampling will require transects of stations working from
unadulterated Slope Water into the ring itself and then along the path of
identifiable incursions of water from the ring and also entrained water
from the shelf.

For the phytoplankton, intensive effort would be directed

towards the measurement of all relevant biological and chemical entities
through the water column on each station.

Particular sampling attention

would be concentrated in the vicinity of the maximum vertical density
gradient in hydrographic features, and accompanying biological rate measurements would be made in this region where possible.
Based on our study in 1979, we will have a better grasp of the biological community composition and dynamics and the chemical distributions
and fluxes.

This will form a basis for the design of experiments to exa-

mine the rates of specific biological and chemical processes.
The extensive multidisciplinary study of individual warm core rings
will begin in 1981.

In addition to the observations listed for the 1979
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cruises it can be anticipated that the following observations must be made
of processes:
1.

Changes in hydrography and particularly changes in rates of supply

of chemical species to the surface layer.
2.

Rates of primary production based on size-fractionated samples,

and rates of heterotrophic activity.
3.

Size structure and chemical composition of suspended particulate

matter, both total particles and fluorescing particles.

Particle flux

determinations with neutrally buoyant traps.
4.

Composition,vertical distribution, and vertical migration of the

zooplankton and nekton:
microzooplankton, at least by size - and a Beers-style analysis.
mesozooplankton - 60 or 73

m net - for immatures; 110 or greater

for larger zooplankters.
macrozooplankton (including mesopelagic fish) - midwater trawl.
5.

Population dynamic analysis - replicate tows.

6.

Rate processes of zooplankton grazing, nutrient regeneration for

modeling.

Grazing is measured chiefly to determine how particle grazers

are able to utilize the suspended particulate matter, but will also be
useful for chemical studies of particle flux out of the mixed layer.
A fundamental part of the multi-disciplinary time series experiment
which would provide the bulk of the observations on

in situ processes

would consist of a transect of closely spaced (ca. 10 km) stations extending across the ring.

The transect would include at least one Slope Water
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station in advance of the ring and one in a region through which the ring
had passed.

At each station vertical profiles of the following mass and

rate measurements would be obtained:
Mass measurements:
a)

Temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and nutrient concentrations (No;, NO;,

NH:, Urea-N, H4Si0 4 , PO~)

b)

particulate carbon, nitrogen, silicon and phosphorus

c)

particulate composition including major, minor and radioisotopic
elements

d)

abundance of major phytoplankton taxa

e)

chlorophyll and ATP

f)

bacterial biomass

g)

zooplankton and nekton biomass

h)

abundance of zooplankton and nekton species

i)

chemical properties
228

j)

210
222
228
226
210
3 3
H- He,
Ra,
Ra,
Rn,
Pb,
p0

Th , trace metals

specific organic constituents

Rate measurements:
a)

14 c primary production

b)

NH+ and N0 uptake and N2 fixation
4
3

c)

H

d)

P04 uptake

e)

regeneration of NH , Urea-N, H Si0

f)

zooplankton grazing, and respiration

4

Si0

4

uptake

+
4

4

4 and P04

,
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g)

cohort production of major zooplankton and nekton constituents

h)

chemical fluxes, tritium/freon tracer studies, particle fluxes

Cross-ring transects of vertical profiles of the above parameters
would allow the measured fluxes to be integrated vertically and laterally
so that estimates of the total in situ flux of each element (in units of
mass • ring

-1

• time

-1

) are obtained.

Assuming that there is a pronounced

change in the phytoplankton/zooplankton assemblages with time in response
to nutrient enrichment as the ring ages, and that the transect observations
proposed here can be repeated several times within a single ring while these
transitions take place, the effects of gradual nutrient enrichment on the
dynamics of the three major inorganic nutrient elements , and subsequently
on primary production and phytoplankton species composition, bacterial regeneration processes, and the concentration and composition of zooplankton
and nekton would be observed.
In addition the distribution of mass properties of the biota and chemical species would be measured at stations in the boundary regions where
shelf water was being entrained into the Slope Water and where injections
of warm core ring water into the shelf water may occur.
Few hydrodynamical and no biological or chemical models of warm core
rings presently exist.

In order to optimize the field and laboratory data

acquisition it is importnat that:
1)

Analytical and numerical circulation models be developed before

1980 to provide a theoretical basis for the program.

These hydrodynamic

models should be compatible with biological-chemical models.
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2)

Biological models must be built to predict the response of a

warm core plankton community to changes in nutrient concentration, temperature structure of the water column, changes in mixed layer depth,
mixing rate, etc.

These models should identify the critical biological

variables to be sampled at sea.
3)

Chemical models should provide independent estimates of nutrient

flux rates across the warm core ring boundaries.
4)

Biological and physical theories should be continually updated

as field observations become available.
5)

Ultimately a physical-biological-chemical model should be con-

structed based on theory and observations which predicts the influence
of Gulf Stream warm core rings on the biological productivity of the
shelf-Slope Water region.

?hysical Program Recommendations
The proposed program for physical oceanography can be divided into
two principal categories, which would overlap in time and become thoroughly
integrated toward the close of the program.
The first category, Descriptive Monitoring, is aimed at learning as
much as possible about the character and behavior of warm core rings.

The

second, Dynamical Exploration, is aimed at understanding warm core rings,
and their interaction with their physical environment, in terms of fluid
dynamics.

Both categories require substantial field work and data analysis;

the Dynamical Exploration would also involve theoretical investigation and
numerical modeling.
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i)
a.

Descriptive Monitoring

Historical data review.

It was agreed that a great deal more

physical information exists in the warm core ring region than has been
exmamined carefully.

Available shipboard data, current meter records,

weather information and remotely sensed data could add considerably to
our present knowledge of such matters as the population, preferred track,
size, hydrography of rings and their variation in time.

It should also

be possible to provide a far better description than now exists of the
western Slope Water and its seasonal and secular changes.

Finally, such

a review would help to identify gaps in the background knowledge that
could be filled in subsequent surveys, and it would provide a list of
data sources outside of those actually involved in the IDOE program.
This review would be relatively inexpensive, would be devoted principally
to physical data, and should be started promptly as it forms the basis
for all that follows.
b.

"Routine" surveys.

These would provide basic data for the pro-

gram and would be carried out in conjunction with biological and chemical
sampling.

Ships of opportunity or from government - agencies would be able

to provide support for the sampling.

The objective would be to look at

thewholesystem- warm core rings and Slope Water, cooperatively and in
enough detail to be able to provide a basic description of the hydrography, nutrients structure and biological population associated with
rings.

Three to four cruises of three to four weeks duration,

through a year, would be appropriate for this work.

spread

Highly accurate mea-
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surements of temperature, salinity, oxygen and nutrients are required.
c.

Intensive Study of Individual Rings.

Field work on individual

rings should begin as soon as possible (1979) and culminate in an intensive study of the life history of the ring, including its interactions
with shelf, slope and atmosphere. This early field work will involve
close cooperation of biologists, chemists and physical oceanographers
using oceanographic ships, satellite tracked drogues, SOFAR floats and
perhaps other platforms such as helicopters.

Such a concentration of

effort is necessary to get synoptic coverage of a phenomenon as large
and as rapidly moving as a ring.

Cruises would take two to three weeks

and should be separated by about a month.

If possible, three such cruises

should be undertaken, to cover the developments within the ring from its
appearance in the region until it is reabsorbed by the Gulf Stream.

To

be successful, such a program will require detailed advance planning and
extreme flexibility in scheduling and handling of ships.
This first cooperative investigation should be viewed as a pilot experiment to provide needed biological background data, information on scales of
variability of physical and chemical properties (closely spaced CTDs, towed
sensors, velocity profiles), and experience with working cooperatively.
It seems highly likely that the exchange of mass, heat, and salt between the ring and the

surrounding water occurs primarily near the surface

along its outer boundary (perhaps in a band 20 km wide extending to a depth
of 100 to 200m).

The cause of this is unknown but may be due to the slow

transformation of the large scale ring potential energy into high speed
small scale motions (frontogeneses) along the edge with subsequent stirring,
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radical overturning and ultimate mixing.

Every effort during the first

field experiment should be made to study this process in order to define
an average entrainment velocity into the ring.

Required are tracks of

Lagrangian tracers(satellite tracked drogues) inside and outside of entrained plumes, and repeated surveys of the water properties (temperature, salinity, density, oxygen) in the near surface region around the
ring periphery on a space scale as small as 1 to 2 kilometers and a time
scale of one to two days.
From repeated surveys, maps of anomalies could be constructed and volumetric estimates made.

If these surveys were repeated over a period less

than one week it is likely that one could detect and obtain an estimate
of entrainment.
It is also recognized that one ring will not be the same as the next
but that a concentrated look at one ring is a necessary first step toward
designing a more complete investigation of ring phenomena.
d.

Satellite Imagery.

As satellite sensors improve and as field

work increases the ability to interpret remotely sensed data, more and
more use can be made of it.

A separate sub-group should be established

to work closely with NASA, NOAA and other federal agencies in acquiring,
interpreting and promptly transmitting satellite information to scientists
in the field.

Not only the infrared measurements which are now routinely

available but also such things as backscattered microwave radiation (a
measure of sea state) and radar altimetry (a measure of sea surface slope)
may be useful.
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ii)

Dynamical Exploration

Our current descriptive knowledge of the Slope Water-ring system is
meager, but there is a concensus on several distinct facts.

Firstly the

mean circulation in the Slope Water region is along the isobaths toward
the southwest.

Secondly rings, once free of the Gulf Stream, travel in

the same general direction toward the southwest.

Thirdly, there is broad

class of low frequency fluctuations present in the Slope Water (as there
also is on the seaward side of the Gulf Stream) of which rings form one
poorly defined component.
These facts help to bring into focus a number of fundamental physical questions.

a) What is the mechanism by which rings move?

Do they

propagate in a manner analogous to Rossby waves under the influence of
the so-called "(3-effect" or are they simply imbedded in a mean circulation and carried along with it?

What is the influence of the continental

slope on this movement?
b)
lation?

What are the driving forces behind the Slope Water general circuRings are such prominent events in this region that one likely

candidate is the Reynolds stresses exerted by them on the mean flow.
Topographic Rossby waves have been observed in this region (at Site D) to
carry Gulf Stream momentum.

How important are these and other low fre-

quency fluctuations in the transport of heat and momentum?
c)

How do rings interact with their environment?

ledge it appears that this interaction is significant.

From present knowObservations have

been made of shelf water entrainment by rings when they impinge upon the
shelf and, likewise, entrainment of Gulf Stream water while in the vicinity
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of the stream.

The manner in which this water is incorporated into the

ring is of great potential significance.
The information obtained under the "Descriptive Monitoring Experiment" will be of great value in our attempts to understand the dynamics
of rings and their environment.

Under the general description of "Dy-

namical Exploration" we envision a series of orderly attacks on these
problems both through theoretical analysis and in the field.
a)

Lagrangian Drifters.

Both SOFAR floats and satellite drifters

should be seeded within the Slope Water and warm core rings as densely as
possible in the vertical and horizontal.

These tools have yielded impor-

tant information on the charcter of cold core rings.

Several years ago

it was generally accepted that cold core rings progressed steadily toward
the southwest after formation.

Tagging of individual rings with satel-

lite buoys has completely changed this picture-rings, especially near the
stream, just as often travel toward the northeast.
There are problems of interpretation with these tools due to their
small, but potentially significant, departures from true Lagrangian paths.
However, it is also known that the mean transport of water is not Eulerian
(as measured by fixed current meters).

In an environment as rich in low

frequency motion as the shelf water, it is essential to observe the mean
circulation from both view points.
b)

Moored Arrays.

Drawing again on experience that has been gained

in the analogous experimental problem of understanding the deep water circulation it is most important that moored array experiments be initiated
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within the warm core ring program.

In order to obtain measurements high

in the water column within rings this program will demand accelerated
effort toward the development of high current moorings.
The design of this program will benefit from thorough analysis of
previous measurements, principally at Site D, and from several small
pilot experiments at different locations in the region so designed as
to yield information on vertical, horizontal and time scales of motion.
In time we foresee moored arrays being deployed for extended periods
on several lines, across the isobaths at appropriate horizontal and vertical spacings.

We also envision smaller arrays ("clusters" in POLYMODE

language) deployed to be spatially coherent over the low frequency space
scales and which will focus on dynamical questions.
c)

Theoretical and Numerical Modeling.

The warm core rings project

offers substantial opportunities for productive interaction between theorists and experimentalist.

Here we have a strong, observationally acces-

sible signal which seems clearly important in the dynamics of the Slope
Water and possibly also the shelf water
knowledge has strong practical impact.

both regions where oceanographic
Both theory and observations are

still in a very rudimentary state; both can grow together and profitably
interact.

Several specific questions that a theorist might like answered

from data are noted below.
Present theoretical work appears to be taking several different tracks:
some investigators are interested primarily in the frictional spindown problem, using f-plane models, others are considering the wave-like properties
on the beta plane (including nonlinear effects) finally some investigators
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are working on mixed layer and bottom boundary layer, topographic waves,
instabilities, coupling between mesoscale and internal waves etc., which
also bear on the ring problem.
The historical data analysis could be extremely important and useful in providing the theorist some basic grasp on how the behavior of
the warm rings is related to their characteristics.

For example, do all

of the rings travel at the same speed, irrespective of size and strength?
One would like to catalog and, as much as possible, correlate information
on the size, shape, speed, strength, lifetime, path as well as on the number, season of formation, relation to the Gulf Stream.

It is also impor-

tant to relate this information to extant hydrographic station and current meter data whenever possible (ship drift data, etc.?).
Is the ring stationary or moving with respect to the Slope Water "outside"?

If it has relative movement, how fast is it and why?

compensates for the westward push of the beta effect?
may be answerable by a Lagrangian drift experiment.

If not, what

These questions
Theoretically the

answers may depend strongly on the barotropic (depth averaged) flow field.
Can this field be calculated or can it be measured and rationalized?

What

are the effects of the shelf, slope, and Gulf Stream on the motion of the
rings?

Can the ring be described reasonably successfully by a steadily

moving model or are the temporal changes in shape and motion essential
parts of the dynamics?

These questions seem accessible to both analytic

and numerical methods, as well as containing the need of an observational
question.
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The exchange of water by a ring with its surroundings has been isolated,
by biologists, as an important question.

Understanding of the complex roles

of entrainment, frictional dissipation and ring property fluxes will require
close cooperation between theoreticians and experimentalists.

The ultimate

goal will be to understand the processes well enough to be able to parameterize their effects on the ring environment and in turn the effect of rings
and other low frequency motions on the mean shelf-Slope Water circulation.

Program Logistics
Operation of the rings program falls into two stages.

The first stage

is a field program to produce preliminary data to assess the status of the
biological, chemical and physical problems, followed by data processing and
planning of the second stage which would consist of intensive multi-ship
field studies of the ring systems and evaluation of the total data base.
The program would involve four distinct but closely interacting groups:
1)

Biological

2)

Chemical

3)

Physical

4)

Engineering development and data management

The first three groups have the overall responsibility of developing
the scientific content of the program and the fourth group is responsible
for equipment development and operation together with data management under
the direction from the scientific program.
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Proposed Schedule - Five Years - January 1979-December 1983:
Stage 1

(1979-1980)

January 1979:
Funding of program begins.
Purchase and assembly of equipment for stage 1 beings.
Begin historical data analysis.
Begin physical and biological modeling.
June-October 1979:
A series of three cruises of about three weeks duration, each separated
by about three weeks in time.

These cruises would, if possible, follow an

isolated ring but the principal objectives would be to define in some detail the biological, chemical and physical oceanographic aspects of the
Slope Water/warm core ring/Gulf Stream area.

Each cruise would contain

components of all three disciplines but with different emphasis.
The first cruise would concentrate on physical observations with
sections using vertical CTD profiling and towed fish to define the temperature, salinity, density and dissolved oxygen structure.
would be deployed in and around a suitable ring.

Satellite drifters

Biological measurements

would consist principally of phytoplankton collection and measurement and
the chemical program would be restricted to nutrient observations on the
detailed CTD rosette profiles with some sampling for tritium

3
He.

Two or

three stations with net hauls for zooplankton and restricted large volume
sampling for chemical tracers would be run in well defined Slope Water,
warm core and high velocity core regimes.
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The second cruise would concentrate more intensively on the biological
program with more extensive zooplankton and nekton sampling and continued
phytoplankton work.

Chemical work would consist principally of nutrient

measurements and sampling for tritium, 3-Helium and several CTD-dissolved
oxygen profiles would be run to provide hydrographic information.
The third cruise would concentrate on large volume sampling for chemical and radioisotopic tracers but extensive CTD-oxygen sections would be run.
Continued sampling for the phytoplankton program would occur along with detailed nutrient profiles and a restricted number of stations for zooplankton
sampling would be run.
January-December 1979:
Concurrently with the field program we plan to assemble, reduce and
document the historical data on the velocity, salinity and temperature
fields in the shelf-Slope Water-Gulf Stream region and, as far as is possible, include oxygen and nutrient data.
October 1979-December 1979:
Analysis of data from the field program, incorporation of the historical data, start planning of intensive studies and field programs for 1981.
January 1980:
Start assembly of equipment for stage 2.
January-August 1980:
Continued evaluation of data from stage 1 and planning of stage 2.
September-December 1980:
One or two cruises of three-four weeks duration for further CTD and
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biological and chemical sampling necessary to provide information for
stage 2 detailed plans.

Testing of equipment to be used in stage 2.

Start Stage 2 (1981-1983)
January 1981:
(Flexibility in scheduling needed to operate this program.)
June 1981:
Set moored current meter arrays consisting of two N-S lines of
six moorings separated by approximately 50 miles.

The objective is to

measure the large scale flow and its variability especially as a ring
passes through.
July-September 1981:
Two to three ship operations in warm core ring for synoptic summer
time study.
October-December 1981:
One ship operation for time series studies.
January-March 1982:
Two-three ship operations in warm core ring for synoptic winter time
study.
June 1982:
Recover moored arrays.
March-Decmeber 1982:
Preliminary analysis of field data.
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January 1983-December 1983:
Continued analysis of field data - perhaps one cruise to investigate follow up questions.
December 1983:
End of Program

Equipment schedule:
January 1979:
Funding and purchase of CTD rosette systems/computer/autoanalyzer
development/towed fish large volume samplers/in situ samplers/nets, etc.,
satellite buoys or Loran retransmitting buoys.
Development of data handing/management system.
January 1980:
Funding and construction of floating sediment traps/moored arrays
further large net samplers/nets etc.
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR MAN POWER REQUIREMENTS

As presently envisioned, the scientific personnel required to effectively
carry out this program when it becomes fully operational are listed below.
This listing excludes, of course, scientific collaborators and the necessary
technical support people.

BIOLOGY

PHYSICS

1 - Microbiologist

2 - Descriptive physical oceanographers

Phytoplankton biologists:

2 - Experimental dynamicists

1 - phytohydrographer

3 - Numerical and analytical modelers

1 - experimentalist
Total 7
Zooplankton biologists:
1 - microzooplanktologist
CHEMISTRY
1 - zoogeographer
1 - Nutrient chemist
1 - experimentalist
2 - Transient tracer chemists
1 - physiologist
3 - Uranium-thorium isotope chemists
Nekton biologist
1 - Ichthyologists
1 - Ecosystem modeler

Total 9

Total 6
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COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

The proximity of the Slope Water and warm core rings to the continental
shelf waters results in the need for strong cooperation and coordination
between the group of scientists working on the more fundamental aspects of
warm core rings and the other federal agencies with research interests in
the region that overlap but are more mission oriented.

These include the

National Marine Fisheries Service, The United States Coast Guard, The United
States Navy, The Environmental Protection Agency, Bureau of Land Management
and The Energy Research and Development Agency.

The former two agencies

had representatives at the May workshop who contributed significantly to
the proceedings.

The strongest need for cooperation of a multidisciplinary

research effort is the the N.M.F.S. because of the potential importance of
warm core rings to the living resources of the region.

The attached letter

illustrates the complementary nature of the research activities that N.M.F.S.
now envisions as compared to those plans expressed in this report.
The U.S.C.G. has become quite interested in warm core rings and the
Slope Water regime because of the extended jurisdiction (200 mile limit)
and their responsibility to maintain the waterways clear and safe.

This

agency would benefit considerably from the information developed by the
planned physical oceanographic activities especially as they relate to
enhanced prediction of shelf and Slope Water currents.

The current EPA,

BLM and ERDA studies on the continental shelf of the eastern United States
would benefit from a knowledge of the shelf/Slope interactions proposed
in this program.

UNiTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Northeast Fisheries Center
Narragansett Laboratory
RR7, South Ferry Road
Narragansett, RI 02882
May 23, 1977
Dr. Peter Wiebe
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution
Woods Hole, MA 02543
Dear Peter:
The proposals developed at the Warm Core Workshop appear to be
concerned principally within the Rings and their coherent and dissapative biological, chemical, and hydrographic properties. Our pragmatic
problems are with the massive concentrations of fish biomass on the
shelf and the ecosystem that produces them.
The seaward boundary of the shelf ecosystem that is bounded by
slope water and Warm Core Rings is important to our ongoing fishery
studies. We should like to pursue two fishery related problems as part
of the proposed Warm Core Ring project:
1. It was demonstrated by Chamberlin and others that WCR can be
tracked using satellite imagery and other remote sensing methods as they
migrate southwesterly along the shelf-slope mixing zone. The WCR tracking
data indicates that they can pass over, or adjacent to, important demersal
and pelagic fish spawning grounds on the southern edge of Georges Bank,
Great South Channel, and the Mid-Atlantic Bight.
Large volumes of shelf water entrained by WCR may carry significant
fractions of boreal fish spawning products into a subtropical environment. The effects of the interaction have not been measured. They may
be significant and should be evaluated. We know from laboratory and in
situ experiments that first-feeding larvae require dense concentrations
of the proper size food for survival and growth (up to 300,000/m3 of
water). Depending on the age of the WCR and the rate of secondary
production within and adjacent to the ring, survival of larval fish may
be effected. In a ring of moderate age, the higher ambient temperatures
could lead to increased secondary production of entrained boreal zooplankters and influence a positive effect of larval survival. Conversely,
should entrainment occur in a recently formed ring it is likely that the
paucity of zooplankton would lead to heavy mortalities of boreal fish
larvae.
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2. The WCRs move through offshore overwintering grounds of large
pelagic predators (swordfish, tuna, and sharks). The movement of
thermal fronts are known to influence the migrations and shorter-term
movements of large pelagic fish. At present NMFS is studying longline
catches in the vicinity of thermal frontal zones associated with both
warm and cold eddies. The distribution and abundance of these species
may be associated with the movements of WCR and the availability of prey
concentrations in thermal gradients. Present information is fragmentary. Additional observations are required to provide improved forecasts of the distributions of large predators, particularly sharks,
bluefin tunas, and swordfish in their movements along the shelf-slope
mixing zone.
The Northeast Fisheries Center, NMFS, is prepared to participate in
the proposed study of WCR. The ongoing long-term shelf surveys of
ichthyoplankton, zooplankton, hydrography currents, temperatures, salinity,
nutrients, chlorophyll, and groundfish will be coordinated with the WCR
at-sea operations. NMFS will provide extensive sampling on the shelf
side of the shelf-slope mixing zone. In addition to the ongoing surveys,
separate surveys will be conducted in cooperation with vessels and
scientists of Poland and the USSR. Among the major elements of these
surveys will be longlining for large predators, and hydracoustic surveys
of fish and zooplankton concentrations using a variety of sampling
strategies to verify the biological origin of acoustic signals.
NMFS in cooperation with foreign collaborators will process the
fisheries, plankton and hydrographic data collected and prepare reports
for presentation to the coordinating group of the WCR program. Authorized
funds will be used to participate in the initial experiments proposed
for 1979. A moderate increase in program funds will be requested to
support data processing and analyses activities in 1980 and 1981.
The proposed WCR study is important to ongoing fisheries studies on
the shelf. Only fragmentary information is now available on the shelfslope mixing zone and its influence on the productivity of the marine
resources of Georges Bank and the Mid-Atlantic Bight ecosystems.
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A.

INTRODUCTION
A workshop sponsored by IDOE was convened at the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts during the week of May 16 to 20, 1977
to discuss the biology, physics and chemistry of warm core rings in the Slope
Water north of the Gulf Stream.
The purposes of convening the workshop were the following:
1)

To bring together a nucleus of scientists who are knowledgeable

about the shelf-Slope Water region and the associated rings or who are
knowledgeable about general biological, chemical, or physical processes
that are likely to be taking place within the rings.
2)

To discuss the present state of knowledge about anticyclonic rings

and the region in which they are found.
3)

To consider the potential that warm core rings pose for future

ocean research, to generate a set of recommendations regarding the prospective avenues especially as they relate to the living resources of the region,
to assign priorities for their undertaking, and to specify the means by which
they might be accomplished.
4)

To submit these findings in a written report to the International

Decade of Ocean Exploration Program of the National Science Foundation.
The workshop was organized into three sections which were undertaken
consecutively:

(1) plenary session, (2) working group sessions and (3)

preparation of final report.

In the plenary session, the initial speakers

addressed the state of knowledge of both cyclonic and anticyclonic rings
generated by the Gulf Stream to provide a general context for all workshop
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participants.

Following these talks, other invited scientists gave short

talks about aspects of their research which were relevant to the warm core
ring problem.

At the beginning of the third day, disciplinary working

groups were formed to consider areas of interest and to define problems
suitable for study in warm core rings.

In the afternoon of the same day,

a joint session of working groups was held to discuss the interdisciplinary
nature of the identified problem areas.

On the morning of the fourth day,

the working groups reconvened to write summaries of experimental and observational work which could be achieved in the interdisciplinary context.
These summaries, after appropriate revision, have been incorporated into
the report in section I.
The workshop was well attended, the presentations generated lively
discussion, and working groups together with the workshop steering committee produced the outline of a major multi-disciplinary research program on
warm core rings.

A draft of the report was circulated to all workshop

participants for their comments and criticism and in its final form represents the combined input of nearly 50 individuals.

This report represents

a consensus of biologists, chemists and physicists on a sicnetifically
sound and regionally necessary research program which will lead to significant advances in our understanding of both the pure and applied aspects
of the living resources of the shelf/Slope Water region of the northwestern
Atlantic as well as to the more fundamental aspects of the physics and
chemistry of this region.
Steering Committee:
Peter H. Wiebe (convenor)
Derek Spencer
Phil Richardson
George D. Grice
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AGENDA

WARM CORE RING WORKSHOP
AGENDA- MAY 16 and 17, 1977
Date:

May 16, 1977

MORNING SESSION
Peter Wiebe, Chairman

Location:

Clark Building
(5th Floor)

Description of Gulf Stream Rings and Hydrographic Regimes
in Which They are Found
Time:
0900:
0915:
1000
1045
1130

Opening remarks
Phil Richardson
Redwood Wright
Peter Wiebe
Dana Kester

Formation, history, and population of rings
The Western Slope Water
Biology of rings
Chemistry of rings
Lunch (Carriage House)
AFTERNOON SESSION
Phil Richardson, Chairman

1330
1355

Robert Beardsley
ClaE>s Rooth

1420

Nelson Hogg

1445

Dave Nelson

1510

Bruce Frost

1535
1600
1625

Robert Gibbs
William Jenkins
Yuan-Hui Li

Location:

Clark Building
(5th Floor)

Circulation problems in the Middle Atlantic Bight
Physical processes affecting the persistence of
warm core eddies
Observations on the interactions of Gulf Stream
rings with topography
Use of warm core eddies in the study of nutrient
cycling and nutrient limitation
Changes in trophic structure of pelagic communities contained in Gulf Stream anticyclonic eddies
Midwater fish populations in warm core eddies
On the use of Helium-3 and Tritium as ocean tracers
Geochemical cycle of Ra228_Th228 pair in the New
York Bight area

Social Hour and Dinner (Carriage House)
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Date:

May 17, 1977

MORNING SESSION
Bruce Frost, Chairman

Location:

Clark Building
{5th Floor)

Time:
0900
0910

Opening Remarks
Gabriel Csanady

0935
1000

Sandy Wi 11 iams
Kenneth Sherman

1025

J. Lockwood Chamberlin

1050
1115
1140

John Fornshe 11
Robert Gagosian
Derek Spencer

Internal friction and secondary circulation
in Gulf Stream rings
Mixing in an anticyclonic ring at 39°N, 72°W
Potential influence of warm core eddies on
the fish biomass off the Northeast coast
Observations of warm core eddies in relation
to the New England fishing grounds - 1974
to 1977
Operational tracking of warm core eddies
Biogenic organic compounds in the water column
Particulate flux and U-Th
LUNCH (Carriage House)

AFTERNOON SESSION
Derek Spencer, Chairman
1330
1355
1420
1445
1510
1535

Glen Flierl

Location:

Redfield Auditorium)

A dynamical model of a warm core ring and
its advective properties
Joseph Wrobleski
Mathematical modelling of pelagic ecosystems
Loren Haury
Small-scale patterns of a mixed population
of Slope Water and Sargasso Sea zooplankton
Myctophids and warm Gulf Stream rings
Richard Backus
James Bisagni
The occurrence and some possible effects of
anticyclonic Gulf Stream eddies near deep
water dumpsite 106
Open discussion of warm core eddies and their research potential
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C.

ABSTRACTS OF PRESENTATIONS
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

NAME

Philip L. Richardson

TITLE

Formation, History and Population of Rings

ABSTRACT
Gulf Stream rings form from large, 100-300 km, Gulf Stream meanders;
of these, Warm Core Rings (WCR) form to the north of the Stream and Cold
Core Rings (CCR) to the south. Approximately ten CCRs exist at a time;
their life is two-three years. The movement of CCRs is generally to the
southwest with a speed of 3 km/day although there are often large fluctuations about this mean with periods of several weeks. The usual fate of
CCRs is to coalesce with the Gulf Stream. Frequently CCRs located near
the Stream (east of 70°W) coalesce with it; some re-form as modified rings.
Once rings have moved west of 70°W they generally continue southwestward
parallel to the Stream and coalesce with the Stream east of Florida, north
of the Bahamas.
Usually three-four WCRs exist at one time in the Slope water region.
They also move southwestward with a typical speed of 5 km/day. Although
their usual fate is to coalesce with the Gulf Stream near Cape Hatteras,
they also occasionally coalesce with a meander before reaching Hatteras.
As WCRs move southwestward they often impinge on the continental shelf
edge, entrain cold shelf water and carry it southward into the vicinity
of the Gulf Stream. WCRs also bump against the Gulf Stream, entrain warm
Stream water and carry it north to the vicinity of the Shelf edge. During
winter the surface water of WCRs is cooled in a manner analogous to the
formation of 18° water in the Sargasso Sea. Deep, 500 m, pools of isothermal water with temperatures between 14 and 16°C have been observed in
WCRs in late winter.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT

--------------------------------------------------
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

NAME

w.

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

R. Wright

TITLE The Western Slope Water

ABSTRACT
The hydrography of the Slope Water region west of Nova Scotia is
discussed, with consideration of the variability along both the shelf/
Slope front and the Gulf Stream. In the deep water (colder than 6°C)
three water masses of northern origin are identified by salinity and
oxygen maxima and minima. These maxima and minima are also present in
the deep Gulf Stream, indicating some contribution from the Slope Water.
The contribution of warm core rings to the cyclonic circulation
of the Slope Water is estimated at less than 1 Sv in the surface layer
and 3 to 5 Sv in the thermocline, or about half of the total transport
in the Slope Water gyre. However, there is some evidence suggesting
that warm core rings are not always present in the western Slope Water,
and that changes in abundance of warm core rings may be related to variation in the volume of colder, more saline eastern Slope Water and its
flow to the westward past the Scotian Shelf.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

NAME

Peter Wiebe

TITLE

Biology of rings

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

ABSTRACT
Gulf Stream cold core rings can be characterized, for at least a year
after formation, as having higher primary productivity and higher zooplankton biomass. The higher zooplankton biomass occurs in the center of the
rings and progressively declines on the ring flanks. Compared to either
the Sargasso Sea or the parent Slope Water, an unusually large percentage of
the 0-800 m biomass in older rings is found at depths greater than 200 m.
This distribution can be related to the hydrographic and biological changes
associated with ring decay.
The species composition of a cold core ring at formation is that of
the Slope Water within 25 to 50 miles of the northern edge of the Gulf
Stream. The phytoplankton species composition rather rapidly takes on
characteristics of the Sargasso Sea in a process that parallels ring surface water modification. The zooplankton species composition as exemplified
by the euphausiids appears to change more gradually. This gradual change
is caused by an interaction between behavioral characteristics of a species
and the pattern of ring decay. Cold water species transported in cold core
rings do not appear to be readily dispersed out into the water of the
Sargasso Sea.
Initially warm core rings may have lower biological productivity and
lower standing crops than the surrounding Slope Water. Little is known
about the processes by which the warm water species decline and the cold
water species invade the warm rings. However, there is evidence that warm
water zooplankton species are dispersed from warm core eddies into the
Slope Water to a much greater extent than appears true of cold water
species from cold core rings.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

NAME

TITLE

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

DANA R. KESTER

Chemistry of Gulf Stream rings

ABSTRACT
Our laboratory has encountered Gulf Stream ring chemistry in two studies
during the past year. During an assessment of the impact of toxic metals
at Deep Hater Dumpsite 106 (DWD-106) there 1·7as indication of the extreme
variability of water properties in the Slope Hater region 1>Jhich included
the presence of a warm core ring. A more comprehensive examination of
ring chemistry has been provided by a 1977 ONR supported investigation
of cold core rings in the Sargasso Sea.
Major problems associated 1-Jith chemical constituent s include the vertical
flux of nutrients and their cycling in rin g systems . Relative to the
Sargasso Sea, the cold core rings have a significant potential supply of
nutrients at the lower boundary of the photic zone.
Temperature-nutrient
relationships are useful to assess the possible transport of nutrients.
Continuous vertical profiles of temperature, salinity, and oxygen provide
a means of distinguishing the components of the ring system:
the core,
the high velocity Gulf Stream current, and the Sargasso Sea.
In the case
of ring "Bobn studied in April 1977 the T-S variations were quite subtle,
but the T-Oz relationship provided distinct identification of the three
components.
It is possible to usethe oxygen data to identify those isotherms above 8°C along which there is preferential transport of ring core,
Gulf Stream, and Sargasso Sea water components.
Cadmium-nutrient relationships in the ring systems follows the same
correlation as observed by others in the california Current. Due to the
large vertical displacements of nutrients (and cadmium) between the
Sargasso Sea and the cold ring core it should be possible to assess the
extent to which selected organisms grm-Jing inside and outside the ring
incorporate cadmium into their tissues and hard-parts in relationship to
the ambient cadmium concentration.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

c.

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

NAME

R.

TITLE

Circulation Problems in the Middle Atlantic Bight

Beardsley

ABSTRACT
Present descriptive and theoretical knowledge of the general circulation in the Gulf of Maine and Middle Atlantic Bight is reviewed and a list
of questions concerning the influence of oceanic (slope and rise) processes
on shelf circulation is presented.

AUDIOVISUAL E Q U I P M E N T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

NAME

Claes Roath

TITLE

Physical processes affecting the persistence of warm core
eddies.

ABSTRACT
Geostrophic adjustment processes tend to counteract dissipation in
cold core rings by causing contraction of the surface layers. Warm core
eddies suffer surface dilatation with potential energy release. Hence,
they are much more vulnerable to effects of horizontal shear in the surrounding current field. Hydrodynamic instabilities on the edges of the
eddy add to this whenever the core waters are substantially lighter than
surrounding surface waters. The adjustment process also tends to shield
the upper anomalous layers in a cold ring but to expose the anomalous
waters in a warm ring to air-sea interaction processes. Finally their
geographic distribution leads to a much greater sensitivity of warm core
edd~es to bottom topography and bottom friction effects.
Hence a potentially significant influence on benthic ecology may be associated with
warm core rings.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

MAY 16- 20, 1977

Nelson Hogg

NAME

TITLE

OBSERVATIONS ON THE INTERACTION OF GULF STREAM RINGS WITH TOPOGRAPHY

ABSTRACT
During a recent field study of finestructure and mixing processes near
Bermuda two rings were found to be colliding with the island.

Hydrographic

casts using a CTD revealed that finestructure activity increased markedly
near the island and most strongly where these eddies were rubbing directly
on the island's sides.

Mechanisms for production of the near island fine-

structure will be discussed along with possible implications for the cyclonic
ring--continental slope interaction problem.

35 rom projector; overhead

AUDIOVISUAL E Q U I P M E N T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

NAME

MAY 16- 20, 1977

David M. Nelson

TITLE ___U_s_e__o_f__w_a_r_m__c_o_r_e___
e_d_d_i_e_s__i_n__t_h_e__s_t_u_d_y__· o_f__n_u__
t_r_i_e_n_t___
cycling and nutrient limitation

ABSTRACT
Because anticyclonic Gulf Stream eddie~ are isolated bodies
of high-temperature, :r:mtrient-improverished Gulf Stream water,
overlying and horizontally surrounded by the relatively
colder and more nutrient-rich Slope Water, any mixing across
the eddy boundary should result in a net addition of nutrients to the eddy system. Simultaneously some nutrient loss
should occur via sinking of biogenic particu1ate matter. The
relative magnitudes of these fluxes are unknown at present,
but there is no reason to assume that processes of nutrient supply and removal are in steady state, as they appear to be in
permanent oligotrophic systems such as the Sargasso Sea or the
central gyre of the North Pacific. The nutrient regime within
an eddy should thus change with time in response to the balance among estimable mixing and sinking rates and the directly
measurable in~ assimilation and regeneration rates. A
study of the manner in which nutrient dynamics, primary production and phytoplankton species composition change with time in
these isolated, non steady-state water masses should yield an
improved understanding of phytoplankton/nutrient relationships
in oligotrophic marine systems.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT ______:0=--v:....:e=-=r=-=h=e::...:a=d=--t=r:...:a=n=s::....p~a=r:...:e=-=n=c=-..yL-p=r=-o"-'JLL.e=-c=-t=-o=r~---
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

NAME

MAY 16- 20, 1977

Bruce W. Frost

TITLE

Changes in trophic structure of pelagic

con~unities

contained

in Gulf Stream anticyclonic eddies

ABSTRACT
If a subtropical epipelagic community, such as that contained in
a Gulf Stream anticyclonic eddy, experiences an abnormal nutrient
enrichment, a number of conspicuous changes in trophic structure may be
anticipated. Depending upon the rate of nutrient enrichment, the phytoplankton assemblage may shift toward dominance by forms adapted to grow
most efficiently at high nutrient concentration; usually this results
in a shift from an assemblage of predominantly small phytoplankters to
one of predominantly large phytoplankters. Changes in size composition
of the phytoplankton may, in turn, profoundly affect the growth dynamics
of planktonic particle grazers, leading to changes in the species composition of the zooplankton. In a similar fashion, nutrient enrichment may
indirectly influence other consumer populations, so that the effects
ramify through the entire pelagic food web. Although our understanding
of the global pattern of biological production in the ocean rests on this
line of reasoning, it is premature to attempt a precise prediction of the
response of a specific oceanic epipelagic ecosystem to an abnormal increase
in the rate of supply of nutrients. As an example, to understand changes
in trophic structure in the plankton, one must know not only which species
of zooplankton consume phytoplankton, but also how these species feed and
grow on different sizes and types of phytoplankton. The latter information
is not available for any oceanic, subtropical planktonic species.
Acquisition of such information, together with detailed study of the response
to increased nutrients of pelagic communities in anticyclonic eddies,
would promote better understanding of the structure and function of pelagic
ecosystems.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT

overhead projector

-------------------------------------------
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

MAY 16- 20, 1977

NAME

Jbbert H. Gibbs, Jr.

TITLE

Midwater fish populations in warm core eddies

ABSTRACT

In late July 1975, an eddy present at CWD--106 was large and deep
(l5°C isotherm to ca. 600 m in the core) and abutted the continental slope;
its core and western periphery were sarrpled. In the core of the eddy, four
of the top 10 and 11 of the top 21 abundant rresopelagic fishes were shared
with those of Be:rnruda waters at the tirre of eddy formation. Five of these
11 were much less abundant in the eddy than at Bermuda; and the other 6
were about equally abundant in both areas. 'llie 10 (tie for nurrber 20)
abundant eddy-core species not shared with Bennuda included 5 Slope-Water
preferents, one regarded as a Sargasso-Sea preferent, and 4 with unkn01m
or no preference. 'llie corrbined abundances of those s:r:ecies with either SlopeWater or Sargasso-Sea preferences (after Jahn, 1976) were about equal in the
eddy core, indicating the effective transport of Sargasso-Sea species by the
eddy. Slope Water may be expected to have a 4:1 ratio.
In the western perir:hery of the eddy, 6 of the top 10 and 14 of the top
21 sr:ecies are shared with the core of the eddy ( 8 of those also with Bennooa) .
Significantly, 3 species ranking in the core, but rare or lacking in the
r:eriphery, are Sargasso-Sea preferents; 3 others are of unJma..m preference,
and one is a Slope-Water preferent. Corrpared with the core, 12 of the ranking perirneral species are considerably less abundant; 6 sr:ecies, 5 of them
ranking in both sets, are about equally abundant; 3 species, all neustonic
lanternfishes, are nore abundant. 'lli.e overall decline in abundance between
core and perir:hery might be attributed to effective retention of transported
fishes in the "stagnant" core of the eddy, to an inshore-offshore effect,
or to the effects of pollution, for which there is suggestive evidence.
In late February 1976, a decaying eddy abutting the continental slope
east of care Cllarles was sanpled, as was CWD--106, through which the eddy
had passed about six weeks earlier. In both areas, reserrblance to winter
Bermuda populations was much less than in the surmer (well-developed) eddy,
although Sargasso-Sea preferents were rrore abundant in the eddy than in
IWD-106,~ and dominance of Slope-Water preferents was greater in both areas.

AUDIOVbUAL EQUIPMENT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 x 2 projector
Transport of Sargasso-Sea species by the eddy is again indicated, but a
decrease in abundance of these species with increased age and declining
strength of the eddy is suggested.
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

NAME

W. J. Jenkins

TITLE

On the use of 3-Helium and Tritium as Ocean Tracers

ABSTRACT
The utilization of tritium and 3-helium as tracers of ocean transport processes will be discussed. The transfer nature and distributions
can be used to obtain unique information on circulation and mixing, and
the technique of tritium-3-helium dating gives an estimate of oxygen
utilization rates on time scales from a few months to several years.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

NAME

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

Yuan-Hui Li

228

228

TITLE ____G_e_o_c_h_em__i_ca_l__C_y_c_l_e__o_f_____R_a__~_____T_h_p_a__ir__l_·n__N_e_w__Y_o_r_k__B_i_g_h_t__
Area.

ABSTRACT
228
The high
Ra concentration of the shelf water indicates that the
coastal sediments are the major source of 22 8 Ra. 22 8Th/ 22 8Ra ratio of
0.01 ~ 0.03 gives the mean residence time of 228Th about 7 ~ 30 days in
the shelf water. 228Th/228Ra ratio at the Bight Apex shows seasonal variation.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT

Overhead projector.
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

NAME

G. T. Csanady

TITLE

"Internal Friction and Secondary Circulation in
Gulf Stream Rings"

ABSTRACT
Given some internal friction between a fast spinning
top layer and a stagnant water mass below a Gulf Stream
ring, the momentum balance in the tangential direction
requires some radial displacement of fluid.
This presumably
takes place in an internal frictional layer above the
sharpest density gradient.
Estimates of the magnitude of
internal friction based on the observed decay time scale
of rings allows the strength of secondary circulations to
be estimated.

()I

LL~_R_

)

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._'1_~_..,._·_~
_)_
.. _J _ _
(Overhead projecter)
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

NAME

TITLE

MAY 16 - 20, 1977

Albert J. Williams 3rd

Mixing in an Anticyclonic Ring at 39°N, 72°W

ABSTRACT

Microstructure is a measure of turbulent mixing and thus an indicator
of regions of a water mass where transport of properties is enhanced and
kinetic energy is dissipated.
In August 1976, the microstructure in a warm
core ring southeast of Hudson Canyon was studied.
Index of refraction inhomogeneities with scales of l em or less, microstructure, were found to
occur most commonly in the region shallower than 250 m, next most commonly in
the region from 300 to 450 m, and least commonly in the interval between these
regions. The implication is that a region of low mixing tends to isolate the
upper portion of the ring from the underlying water.
In this ring, which had
a salinity maximum of 36.4 °/oo but barely achieved l5°C at 200m, the transition from Gulf Stream Water to North Atlantic Central Water occurred at l2°C
where the minimum in mixing was observed.

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT _ _ _v_i_ew-'g:!...r_a..:..ph_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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ABSTRACT
Potential Influence of Warm Core Eddys on the
Fish Biomass off the Northeast Coast
Kenneth Sherman
National Marine Fisheries Service
Northeast Fisheries Center
Narragansett, R. I. 02882
The role of warm eddys on overall productivity on the continental
shelf requires further study, particularly with respect to nutrient
enrichment and predator-prey interactions in the lower trophic levels.
Large pelagic predators (sharks, billfish, tunas) are known to concentrate along frontal zones. In the Western North Atlantic, the
boundary of Gulf Stream and Slope Water north of 34°N is an important
wintering ground for large pelagic species based on information from
longline catches. The availability and abundance of these species may
be associated with the movements of Warm Core Eddys. At present NMFS
is studying: 1) longline catch rates in the vicinity of offshore
frontal zones associated with both warm and cold core eddys, 2) behavioral and physiological responses of large pelagic fish to thermal
fronts and 3) the migrations, trophodynamics, growth and reproduction
of selected species. The eddys also pass through deepwater disposal
sites located approximately 100 miles southeast of Raritan Bay. Studies
are underway by NMFS to determine the extent of contaminant load from
the dumping operations that may be impacting on fish stocks migrating
through the area.
Landward of the eddy transect area the Northeast Fisheries
Center of the National Marine Fisheries Service is investigating the
productivity of the fish biomass of the continental shelf from the
Gulf of Maine to Cape Hatteras. Temporal and spatial changes of plankton,
nekton, benthos, and hydrography are monitored . The frequency of
sampling is variable, ranging from two groundfish surveys of the area
annually since 1962, to bimonthly surveys of plankton and hydrography
in 1977. Against this broad-scale time-series, biological and environmental events controlling the size of incoming year-classes of herring
and other important groundfish and pelagic species are investigated on
the meso and microscale levels. The influence of Warm Core Eddys on
the fish stocks off the northeast coast may be significant. Warm water
incursions over Georges Bank have been associated with larval fish
mortalities.
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WARM CORE EDDY WORKSHOP

MAY 16- 20, 1977

NAME

J. Lockwood Chamberlin & David A. Mizenko

TITLE

Observations of Warm Core Eddies in Relation to the New England
Fishing Grounds 1974-1977.

ABSTRACT
Since 1974 Gulf Stream warm core eddies in the slope water region west of 65 0W have been tracked by personnel of the Atlantic Environmental Group, using (1) satellite infrared imagery produced by
the Naval Oceanographic Office and National Environmental Satellite
Service, and (2) shipboard observations. Some highlights of these
observations are described.
Useful data on subsurface influences of eddies on the waters of
the southern New England shelf and slope have been obtained fortuitously during various shipboard surveys (direct warming of the bottom
and injectionsof warm water).
Evidence from the satellites also indicates that large volumes of
shelf water may be lost from the western Scotian Shelf and Georges
Bank during episodes when there is large offshore displacement of the
shelf slope front and strong entrainment of the shelf water by warm
core eddies and Gulf Stream meanders.
During the late winter and early spring of 1976, special observations by cooperating foreign fishery research vessels have, in conjunction with satellite data, permitted reinterpretation of a sequence of
events southeast of Georges Bank, when a large warm core eddy rejoined
the Gulf Stream and the Stream changed its course twice in about two
weeks.
A comparable sequence of Gulf Stream perturbations has just taken
place in the region south of here.
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TITLE Biogenic organic compounds in the water column

ABSTRACT : In order to achieve a better understanding of the sources and
distributions of organic substances in the ocean and to separate the myriad of
mechanisms and processes governing the fate and movement of organic material into
the deep sea, chemical information on specific organic constituents is needed.
Qualitative molecular structure data is needed along with detailed quantitative
concentration studies of specific organic compounds. Recent results have shown
that labile as well as resistant organic material produced in the euphotic zone
may be an important flux into the deep sea. The presence of labile biologically
important organic compounds such as sterols and amino acids in the water column
show variations in concentration due to changes in biological as well as physical
characteristics of the water column. Large variations in sterol concentrations
have been found in the euphotic zone and extend in some cases to lOOOm in the
Sargasso Sea with smaller variations in the deep water and a large decrease in
concentration just above the sediment-water interface. These concentration
changes are controlled for the most part by surface productivity and transport
to the deeper water on particulate material. In the deep sea) bacteria and
.zooplankton appear to control the individual compound distributions. Advective
processes may also play an important role in controlling these distributions;
however, more samples need to be collected and the data correlated with deep
sea hydrographic features.
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ABSTRACT
Several uranium-thorium series isotopes have half lives that are
quite appropriate for the study of several processes operating in Gulf
Stream Rings. The progeny of u238 , for instance, includes Th 2 3tf
(tl/2 24 days), Ra 226 (tl/2 1600 yr), Ru 2 22 (tl/2 3.8 days), Pb 21 0
(tl/2 22 yrs), Po 210 (tl/2 138 days). \-lith known source functions,
time series sampling for these isotopes during th e lifetime of a ring
could give us information on rates of transport of particulate material
and air/sea gas exchange rates.
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__c_o_r_e_R_1_·n_g__a_n_d_i_t_s_A_d_v_e_c_t_1_·v_e_ __
Properties.

ABSTRACT
A nonlinear dynamical model of a warm core ring which is large compared to the radius of deformation will be discussed. For this model,
the size and shape of the ring, the speed of its translation and the
strength of its swirl velocity are related to the basic stratification
strength and the variation of the earth's rotation with latitude.
Using this model, the motion of tracer particles within a ring will
be discussed. Present considerations on the inclusion of random effects
will be described.
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eddies of the Gulf Stream

ABSTRACT
Satellite

r~mote

sensing of sea surface temperature has shown

that mesoscale eddies spun off fr.om major boundary currents are common
oceanographic features.

The degree to which these eddies influence

the biological productivity of an oceanic region determines the
necessity of including those physical processes in an

ecosyster~ mod~l.

Scale analysis uf the.. gen.er.al equation for a nonconservative
variable in the sea can quickly identify the ·dorninant physical or
biological processes in a particular oceanic region.

It is found that

horizontal advection and biological processes play competing roles in
determining the distribution of plankton within Gulf Stream Rings.
Thus ecosystem models of Gulf Stream eddies must be modeled within a
spatial framework.
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Loren R. Haury

TITLE

Small-scale patterns 9f a mixed population of Slope Water
and Sargasso Sea zooplankton.

ABSTRACT
Longhurst-Hardy Plankton Recorder tows were taken at three depths
(30, 75, and 125 m) in a region of mixing of Slope Hater and Gulf StreamSargasso Sea waters near a Warm Core Eddy.

The zooplankton populations

at all three depths were made up of species characteristic of the three Hater
masses.

Small-scale patterns (<500 m) and larger scale abundance trends

(>1000 m) were, in general, unrelated to changes in temperature or salinity.
Both positive and

negati~

£&l"Tela-tions of abundance appear to occur in the

same tow between species from different water masses.

The complex community

structure and distributional patterns found, in scales from less than 100

n1

to several kilometers, suggest that defining the characteristic fauna surrounding warm core eddies will be a difficult task.

Understanding the bio-

logical interactions that occur as eddies decay will be even more difficult;
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Myctophids and warm Gulf Stream rings

--------------------------------------------------------

ABSTRACT
The Myctophidae, or lanternfishes, are an ecologically important family
of small planktonic fishes. There are about 70 mesopelagic Atlantic species
between the borders of the arctic and the subtropical convergence at 40°S.
We have studied the distribution of these species in about 1000 midwater
trawls. The ranges of most, if not all, conform to the limits of large-scale
circulational features of the Atlantic and appear to be describable by nine
basic patterns. Species of certain patterns have obvious utility in Gulf
Stream rings research. Certain species find their southern range limit at
the boundary between Slope Water and Northern Sargasso Sea, others their
northern limit here. These species are carried extra-limitally in the centers
of cold and warm rings respectively. Further, there are species of tropical
origin that are introduced into the area of interest by the Florida Current
and Gulf Stream. Such species can be looked for in the edges of both warm
and cold rings. Finally, it is possible that there are ecotonic species that
especially exploit the rings.
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THE OCCURRENCE AND SOME POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF

ANTICYCLONIC GULF STREAM EDDIES NEAR
DEEPWATER DUMPSITE 106

James J. Bisagni
Atlantic Environmental Grouo
National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA
Narragansett, Rhode Island 02882

Thirteen anticyclonic Gulf Stream eddies noted in the western North
Atlantic during 1974 and 1975 were studied to determine their presence
at Deepwater Dumpsite 106 (DWD 106), located 106 nautical miles southeast
of New York City over the continental slope and uooer rise. Positional
monitoring of the eddies was accomplished using satellite infrared imaqery
interpretations and standard oceanographic sections from other platforms.
Plotted eddy trajectories showed a general west or southwest movement
which was interrupted only occasionally by some rather extensive periods
when the eddies appeared to remain stationary. The trajectories defined
an envelope which lies immediately offshore of the continental slope.
Eddy lifetimes of up to 283 days were measured using these methods.
During February 1976, a National Marine Fisheries Service baseline
study cruise to Deepwater Dumpsite 106 was begun by surveying an anticyclonic eddy located offshore of the Virginia Capes. Infrared imagery
and temperature-salinity data revealed an advection of colder Shelf Water
out beyond the shelf edge due to the eddy's circulation. Warming of
Shelf Water located along the edge of the shelf is also apparent from
the temperature-salinity data and appears related to the warmer water
of the eddy.
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